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Abstract

The present investigation studied the responses of heroin

addicts to the NÏarlorve-Crorvne Social Desirability Scale (NÍC-SDS),

and to the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), in the presence of

test administrators rvho lvere either addicts larown to addict Ss

or volunteer undergracìuate psycholog.y stuclents. Aims of the study

included: (a) comparison of the openness vs. defensiveness of

addicts with peer group mernbers or strangers presented as

îtapprentice'1 psychologists; (lc) comparison oi addictst respon-

siveness to the situational influences of different t5¡pes of test

administrators on. an objective personality test and a projectirre

test; (c) evaluation of t,re irrrporta.nce of need for social approval

as an in lervening variable helping to account for the influence of

addicts 6n each other; and (d) investigation of need for social

approval as a predictor of defensive behavior in response ta a

projective test. Subjects \ /ere 33 male and female participants

or former participants in an outpatient methadone treatirrent.

program who were tested individuaily by one of fbur trained

methadone program participants or one of three advanced under*

graduate psychology stuclents. Ilierarchical analyses of variance

of the five dependent measures in this randomized hierarchical

design indicated that type of examiner did not influence either

MC-SDS or TAT responses, although specific exâilfurers oþtained

TAT responses differing significantly on one of four clependetrt

measures of openness þ ( .05)" Results further indicated that:

(a) addicts are more similar in need for social approval to

psychiatric patients than to criminals, lvith rvhom they are

traditionally compared, and are significantly lower: in MC-SD'S



scores than either criminals or college students (p( .001);

(b) the MC-SDS rvas not predictive of defensiveness of TAT

responses; and (c) the Transcendence hrdex (Weisskopf , 1950)

as a measure of openness revealed differences in Ssi openness

with different e¡o.miners, 'while the Hamsher and Farina (1967)

'toperuress rating, 'l verbal productivity on the TAT, and average

tirne per TAT card dicl not indicate any diiferences in openness.

Implications of these findings for the interpretation of the MC-SDS,

for the usefulness of openness as an explanatory construct, and

for theories of peer group influence processes in a-ddictiou and

its treatment fvere discussed
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Introclttction

Historically' as well as currently' the problems of drug

dependenee and addiction llave been a stimulus for considerable

intellectual and scientific effort" Both speculation and research on

these topics have had as either implicit or explicit ai.ms the cìis-

covery of causal factors in cìrug dependence' often with the idea that

knolvledge of causes woulcl provicle effective cllres. Iìefinernents in

the process of this search have resultecl in a generally acceptecl

definition of drug clepenclence, proposecl by the Worlcì Health Organí-

zation Expert Commif,tee on Drug Dependence (1969), as:

". " a state, psychic, and sometimes
physical, resulting from the interaction
betr,r'een a living organism and a drugr
characterized by behavioral and other
responses that ahvays include a compul-
sion to take the drug on a periodic oi:
continuous basis in order to experience
its psychic effects, and sometimes to avoid
the discomfort of its absence fWilçler' 197Las
p.377).

Since the characteristics of the drug dependent state differ according

to the drug of dependence, the present discussion and investigation

will be limited to drug dependence states specifie to heroin.

WikLer (1971) has clistinguished three basic types of depenclence

on drugs: psychic dependence, in which habituaL drug abuse depencls

on interaction of ph.armacological properties of the drug lvith "non*

drug-engendered organismic variables"; physical dependence, in

which compulsive drug' use appears to depend solely on the drug's

suppression of the physical efLect: of drug abstinence ("withdrawal

symptornsrr); and social dependence, in which the drug is used to

the point of addiction to gain or maintain social acceptance within a
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particrilar social group. Much of the drug addiction research does

not maintain these clistinctions, but the use of the terms trdrug

depenclence'ror "addictiontt in the literature to be cited in this

review refers to some combination of these factors. The present

authorrs preferred definition of drug addiction is the combination of

physical, psychic, and social clependence on drugs" Horvever, the

three types rvill not l¡e treated independently Ín either the formutation

of the research problem to be presented, nor in the experi.mental

investigation of it, since neither past research literature nor

presently available methodology makes this separation entirely
possible.

Personality Varia]rles in the Etiologv g! A*c]4þêgIL

The observation that individuals .,,¿ho hãve zilnined physio-

logical independence from a drug to which they had been addicted,

following a period of abstinence, frequently relapse to habitiral use

of the drug has encoltraged belief in the li¡pothesis that trtruen

addicts have a particular, distinctive set of personality charac-

teristics which encourage psychologicai depenclence on the drug of

their choice. This Ís particularly evident in the earlier scientific

literature on drug addiction. Kolb (1925), for example, delineated

several categories of drug addicts according to personality: indivi-

duals "of nervous constitution þ. 306)t'who becorne addicted during

medical treatment rvith drugs; pleasure seekers lvith basically

trnstable personalities; some kinds of neurotic individuals; and

psychopaths. Zimmering, Toolan, Safrin, and Wo:ctis (1951) found

that the 22 adolescent heroin addÍcts thev studied characteristicallv



used'rwithdrawal, inhibition, and passive-clependent strivings

(p. 28)" as a means of coping lvith frustration. Horveverr they

considered that not this characteristic alone, but its interaction

with certain social and economic factors accounted for heroin

addiction. In a further study, the same investigators (Zimmering

et aJ., 1,952) expanded their personality description of adolescent

addicts to include: tenuousness in maintaining interpersonal rela-

tionships; unusually close relationships with mothers or mother

surrogates ; nonagress ivenes s ; intole rauc e for irrterp ers onaL con -
flict; ancl verbal acleptness. Among earl.y studies' the concept of

deviant personality configurations of addicts rvas further supported

by Gerard and Kornetsþ (1954)r who identified a particular family

strucfure in the bacþrounds of addicts: poor relationship behveen

the parents witb. parental. &aracteristics conducive to serious

adjustment problems in the children" They also identified a corrrmon

core of cha'*acteristics in their sample of addicts: cI5'sp¡o"tu'

disturbances in sexual ídentification, and inability to become

involved in close personal relationships.

More recent investigations of intrapsychic eorrelates of

drug addiction using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

(MMPI) as opposecl to earlier case studies, have yieLded contradic-

tory evidence on the two mqi or questions with tvhich they have i:een

concerned: lvhethe:: addiction occurs primarily with or without

measurable psychopathology; and whether an. rtaddiction-prone"

personality exists. Hill' Haertzenc ancl Glaser (L960) and Sheppard,

Fracchia' Ricca' and Merlis (1972) have concurred in estimating

that approximately six per cent of each of their adclict samples tvere

psychologically normal according to their MMPI profil-es, wí.th the



remaùlder demonstrating a variety of psychopathological conditions.

Investigations cotnparing addicts with other populations have

provided less clear results, horvever. HilI, Haertzen, & Davis

(1962), for example, founcl that significant personality abnorma-

Iities predominated among flte alcoholics, criminals, and drug

addicts of their sample, but there appeared to be no distinguishing

characteristics pectrliar io the acidict grotlp. Comparison of adclicts

to normal individuais has inclicated greater and more widespread

psychopathology anrong adcticts than among normals (Gilbert &

Lombardi, 1967; Greaves, 1971-), Hor.vever, Greaves also dis-

covered that his differentiation of drug abusers and non*users by

MMPI respoltses did not extend to differentiation of hospitalizecl

clrug users from hospÍtalizecl non-drug rising aclolescents, zr fincling

which questions the validity of using the MMPI differences between

addicts and the normal popr-rlation as evidence of 'ladclÍction-prone'

personalities. The laclc of congruent results in these studies of

addict psychopathology is ernphasized by the distinctly contradictory

findings of '.,õndreau and Gendreau (1970), who found no significant

differences in MMPI profiles between addict andnon-addict prisoners,

and Lombardi, OtBrien, and Isele"(1968), 'lvho were able to identify

l-9 critic¿r1 MMPI items that différentiated between Ínstitutionalized

addicts and a sample consisting mainl.y of non-addÍct prisoners.

The search for specific personality characte iistics rather

than general patterns of personality that might differentiate betr,r'een

addicts and non-addicts has yielded similarly discrepant findings.

The psychopathic deviate (Pd) scale has appeared to receive the

greatest exlperiment¿I validation as a significantly elevated \4i\{PI

scale score most typically obtained with adclict samples (HilI e-t ?1.,



L962; Gilbert& Lombardi' 1967; Pittel, 1-971). Pittel (1971)

has also found differences on MMPI subscales other than the Pd

subscale: female addicts in his sample obtaÍned high scores on

the Hysteria (Hy)r Paranoia (Pa), and Schizophrenia 1Sc) scales

as well as on the Pd scale, .while male addicts obtained significantly

elevated scores only on the Hypochondriasis (Hs) and Depression

(D) sr.rbscales. Gilbert and Lombardi(1967), similarll, found

differences between addicts and non-addicts on MMPI subscales

other than the Pd scale, in addition to confirming other investi-

gators findings of a significant Pd scale difference. Their study

indicated that addicts scored higher than non-addicts on Schizophrenia,

Hysteria, Masculine-Feminine, and Psychopathic Dviate scales.

However, addictsr scores in this study weïe not in the abnormal

range on the Hysteria and Masculine-Feminine scaLesr despite iheir

significant difïerence from non-addicts on these scales. The latter

finding is difTicult to interpret, since an underlying assumption of

studies comparÍng addicts wifh non-addicts is that the difference

will indicate specific psychological abnormalities whieh might help

to account for addiction. This series of MMPI studies is further

hindered in the interpretability of its results by the fact that no

hvo investigators have found the same patûern of differences, as

indicated by the contrast between Pitte|s findings and those of

GÍlbert and Lombardi cited above. Although a further shrdy

@erzins, Ross, & Monroet 1971) has confirmeddilferences between

addicts and non-addicts on the Sc and D scales, this same study has

also disconfirmed the dominant trend of the other MMPI investiga-

tions to date' that addictst most elevated suores and also addictsr

subscale scores most discrepant from non-addicts tend to be the Pd



scale scores.

Further studiee delÍneating addicts I traits by means of

multivariate analyses of objective personality measures have

indicated the importance of addÍtional variables. Mnkherjee and

Scherer (1970), for e>ømple, have notecl that heavY drug users iu

a college student sample demonstrated higher self-ideal discre-

pancies in self-concept th¿n either moderate clrug-users or non-

users, ancl also hacl the lorvest self-concepts r,vith regard to their

flexibility or emotional stabiiity comparecl to the less heavY drug-

users or to ''.Ïre non-users. HeavS' drug users in this stttcly were

defined as individuals whose use of marijuana or hashish had

exceeded atotø! of forty experiences anci/or ivho had taken LSD

or any of its derivatives, amphetarnines, or barbiturates more than

five times. Berzins, Ross, & lVIonroe (1971) have found major

diJferences betlveen groups of civiliy committed, voluntarily

committed, or prisoner addicts on the Lexington Personality Ïnven-

tory (composed of some items from the Minnesota Ntultiphasic

Personality Inventory, in addition to other items), with the voltmteers

having the least degree of tþressuren experienced in obtaining treat*

ment, the least degree of adoption of aspects of the traditionai addict

subculture, and the greatest likelihood of responding well to individual

psychotherapy.

Although these more conclusive and sophisticated studies

indicate some progress toward identifying dimensior:s of acldicts r

personalities that may be useful in underst¿nding the development

of addiction or in treating addicts, a number of investigators have

questioned the valiclity of studyi.ng inclividual personalit)r charac-

teristics in isolation from envi.ronmental influences as etiological

factors in acldiction. Environmental factors, therefore, also

require consideration.



of Addiction

Trvo major emphases are discernible aInong those who stress

the import¿nce of environmental inJluences: those rvho emphzsize

Social environmental factors alone in attempting to understand the

development of acldiction, and those r,vho stress the interaction of

the social environment ivi-ih the personaiity of the llotential add-ict.

Empirical support for the former view is provided bv a

number of questionnaire, interrrier.l', and participant observation

sürclies. Bruun (1959) has observed the major effect of small grotlp

norms on the drinking behavior of males, a f inding which suggested

to other inrrestigators the possible significance of this peer gi:otlp

pressure for the behavior of drug users. The degree of suppoi:t

from the social e¿tvironment proved to be significantly correlatecì

with drug user, despite responclentsr denial of friendsr infl.uences

on their clrug-taking behavior, in a ctruestionnaire stucly of North

American college students (Sadava, L971). Among actual heroin

addicts, as opposed to semi-alcoholics and occasional drug users,

Brown, Gauvey, Meyers, and Stark (1971-) have conducted an

investigation of 2l-B addictst responses to a structured question-

naire requiring descriptions of critical inci.'l.ents in the addictsr

drug-taking history. ln Brown et 31. 
ts sample , 5\ .4To of female

addÍcts, and 65 .BVo of juvenile rrrale addicts cited frierrdsr influences

as the major reason for their first use of heroin. Adult male addicts

in this study also gave tfriendsltas the Second maior reason for first

use of heroin. Brorn'nrs study also shor,ved that juvenile male addicts

attributed friendsrinJluence to be the second most influential reason for

the faÍlure of their first atiempts to r,vithdraw from heroin, and that

friendship grc1c pressure lvas seen by three subgroups of users



(adult males, acTult fem*les, ancl juvenile males) as the third or
fourth most powerfLrl infl.uence toward committing initial illegat
acts other than narcotic abuse.

Although Rosenberg (1968) discounts pïessure from friencls
as a major instigator toward heroin use, noting that most of flre
young Australian adclicts in his sample actively sought out drugs
prÍor to their initial addictionr he also fourd th.at fri.ends ínflueneed
adcliction-produicing Jrehavior to some extent, in that acceptance by
a drug-taking subculhnel group appeared to provicle the adclicts with
a sense of belonging ancl relêf froin feelings of insecuri-by chaz-ac-
te ristic of thei.r relationships with non-clrug-taÌ<ing individuals "

Levine and Stephens (L9?1) support this interpretation ofpeer group
influences on the maintenaltce of adclictionr in their identification of
component-s o¡ u¿.tt"tsr role behaviors expected T:y actclict peeïs,
such as'bonning?' behaviors expressing anti-societ¡r yislræoints,

ancl conforming to a ltcool cat't image. They concluc{e thats
ttHeroin abtise ... cannot be viewed apartfrom consicleration of
subcultr-ra1 variables and altevnative life styles (p, 591),r'
observation ancl recording of addicts comments and behavior in
group p s ychothe rapy during i nstituti onalization fo r tr eatme nt
purposes has suggested that membership in neighborhood gïïlups
positively'c.isposed tolvard the use of narcotics precedes the
oceurrence of addiction in a majority of heroin aclclicts (weech,

1966). The influence of the ilstreetrrrthe rrgeograph"ically ill_
defined area of a neighborhood largery determinecr by peer group

interaction þ, 800)" on the developnent and maintenance of aCdiction
occurs largely through provicling potential and confírmed addicts with
a sense of identity' a set of varties, ancl a means of giving meaning
to life, according to stephens and Lev¡r.ne (LglL), proctor (1g21), and
Weech (1966).



The strength of peer group influence is given further theo-

reticai support by the application of Cohents analysis of delincluent

gang culture to addict groups (OtDonnell' L967' p" 74). Providing

a solution to common, shared adjustment problems is a polverful

support for identification with a groupr accorcling to Cohen; and

the utilitarian function of addict peer groups in obtaining narcotics

for the fulfillment of a literal ph;aical need suggests to OtDonnell

that drug acldiction encourages the development of a distinctive

subculture more effectively than most other kinds of deviant

behavior do. Thus, a normaÍively deviant individtial who is an

acldict is more like1y to be involved lvith other addicts than is a

"clevianttr individu.L who is not an addict with a group of individuals

of similar socÍetally cleviant hahits" An empirical measure of the

degree of "addict ictentification, rr using addictsr responses to a

true-false inventory comparing responclents I s elf -concepts r,vith

their concepts of addicts in general¡ crÐss-i'Zâlidated on a sample

of 250 male addicts, has indicated that high identifers with th.e

addict subculture relapse to drug use nrore readil¡i after a period

of abstinence; that high identifiers obtain higher scores on the

Psychopathic Deviate subscaLe of the MMPI; that high identifiers

are more socially malacljusted; and that high identifiers tend to have

used drugs for a longer period of time f-N{onroe & Astinr 1961)"

RetLig and PasamanÍck G964) cxiticize the Monroe and Astin addict

identification inventory as unrelated to the actual process of subgroup

identification occurring "on the street.'t However, they have found

further support for the hypothesis that subctútural addicts, those

whose addiction rvas strongly associated with peer group irf luences

of an addict groLrp, t:pically maintain their addiction for longer

periods of tirne than non-subculttrral adclicts. Rettig and Pasamanick
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also found that age of onset of addiction was earlier in subcultural.

addicts than in non-subcultural addicts (1-9 years of age compared

to 25 years of age), and that the time interval between first use

of an addicting drug and actual addiction to tfie drug was signi-

ficantly shorter for subcultural than for non-subculturat addicts.

Tb combination of these ernpirical studies and their theoretical

basesr therefore, generously supports the idea that subculürral

identification and peer grorp pressure are salienttvariables in

the addiction process.

The influence of group pr€ssure on addiction to narcotic

drugs has also been recognized by investigators concerned with the

treatment and rehabilitation of addicts. Vollsnan and Cressey

(1963), for o<ample, applied Sutherlandts theory of differential

association (in Volkman & Cressey, 1968, p. 12g)r that åontact

with deviant criminal subgroups and their deviant va-lues produces

criminals, to the activities of Synanon, a non-professional self-

help rehabilitation program for addicts. The willingness of success-

fully rehabilitated former addicts to have submitted themselves to

cohesive anti-addiction group pressure tov¡ards conformity with

the attitules, values, and behavior of members of tle anti-addiction

groupr followed by the rewarding consequences of accepi*.nce by

the group, was found to be the critical, basic process essential to

successful rehabilitation of addicts. Just how critical the peer

influence process is has been strongly indicated by more recent

evaluations of Synanonts "graduates rt (Brecher, Lg72), of whom

90Vo rcIapse to drug abuse within hvo years of leaving their

Synanon community. Without strong peer sLpport, apparently, even

the intensive S¡manon rehabilitation program does not enable former

addicts to remain ex-addicts. In a similar vein, Whitehead?s
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É9?3) description of a self-help addict rehabilitation program,

which included some professional persons, designatecl the

capacity of ex-addict peers "to rget tot the person sooner and

with more credibilit5r (p. S4)" as a factor integral to the success

of the treatment program.

Integration of P.erFo¡raLity and EnviroqmeFtaL Variai¡les

Neithe r p ers onalit y charaeteristics no r s o cial envi ronmeni:

alone have adequately seemed to erplain th.e occurrence of drug

addiction, however, nor have either of these consistently differ-

entiated addicts from non-addicts" Chein, Gerard¡ Leeo and

Rosenfeld (1964) clearly demonstrated bot-rr these concl,usions in

their study of heroin adcliction among adolescents of different

neighl:orhoocls in Nelv York City: in rvhich only some individuals

in heroin-using neighl:orhoocl groups or gangs usedheroin and

others did not. This finding woulcl suggest the primacy of person-

ality variables, were it not for the further ob'senration of these

investigators that in high heroin use neighborhoods the availabÍlity

of information and contact with other drug users was much more

extensive than in lorv heroin use neighborhoocise rvhich suggests

that environmental factors also have a determining influence.

Interviews ard psychological testing of a stratified sample of their

original adolescent sample led Chein et s,I" to conclude that, although

the attitudes of the community and of the peer group affect the proba-

bility of an individualts experimenting with narcotics' the likelihood

of becoming a drug addict depends on the functions sewed by

addictive urse of narcotics for ¡!,zt individual, Ínclucling both
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Íntrapsychic and interpersonal functions.

Additional attempts to integrate personality and environmental

factors as causal agents in drug acldiction have most strongly supported

the view that inadequacies in addictst capacities for interpersonal

relationships encourage both tkre use of addictive drugs ancl member-

ship in a group of addicts, This viev¡ of addiction corresponds to

several of the possible explanations for addictive drug use provided

by Cahoon and Crosby (I9'12)z thatthe use of drugs may be only

secondarily reinforcecl by dhe user's social groqp; or, that rlrug

use may act to reduce the influence of aversive environmental

stimuli as¡ for example' those provided by unsatisfactory relation-

ships with non-acldict otJrers, In fact, a number of studies indicate

that identification r.viih a drirg'addict sribctiltr"ire can provide a more

easily obtainable sense of belonging'ness and feeling of security

tban that provicled by more difficuLt but more normally occurring

relationships r.vith non-addict others (B1u-m, 1969; Har4mannr lg69;

Bosenbergs 1968)" Schoolar, White, and Cohen (L972) hypothesize

fur,her, on the basis of I\{t!tPI and Leary Interpersonal Check List

comparisons of 80 multi-drurg habiti-rated individuals rvith psvchiatric

non-drug-involved patients, that drug abusers are uneonventi.onal in

their thinking as a result of needing to define themselves by being

obvious in their nonconformity. A similar comparison of drug

abusers with a.pplicants for psychotherapy by Cohen, -White, and

Schoolar (1971) using the same instruments yielded the conclusion

that rnembership in a peer group of other addÍcts provides addicts

rvith validation for their feelings of alienation from others ancï from

the rest of society. A further finding integrating personality and

environmental peer group influences is provided b5r fis1çi*ion and
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Cershon (1968)' lvhose intensive interviewing and observation of

11-2 hospitafized drug abusers revea-led that the heroin users were

alrnost uniformly individuals classifiable as having socíopathic

character defects, who at sometirne had come into contact with

the addict subculture. Flolvever, the conclusions of the lattet

stucly ¿nust be regardBd as suggestive only, since the¡r are based

on post hoc psychiatric interv-ielvs with a smaLl sample of

hospitalizecl addicts on a single occasion,

${ost investigators cornbining personality' and environmental

variables in accottnting for drug addiction have neglectecl to

present an inclusÍve picture of the addiction process in that they have

faileC to integrate environmentaJ, physÍological, and personality

variables in a coherent model" I¡1 an ztte'mpt to p::o'r;fe an inclusir¡e

model, Paschke (19?0) has proposed a t?'reory based on learning

p rinciples rvhich combines psychologicaJ.o sociological and phys ío-

logical variaÏ¡les. This theory assumes that the tataL'tty of physical'

emotional ancl social influences impinging on an indivídual in a

given moment determine the perception that an act of drug abuse

is greater or lesser Ín benefits úo him than in dangers" Initial use

may occuv as a. function of peer group pressure or as a combination

of other pressures, but subsequent maintenance and development

of addiction depends on the tofuIity of rei.nforcing consequences of

each act of clrug abuse" The physiological e4planation of adclictiono

in which physical sensations appreciated by the addict during early

use develop into a physiological need state where continued

ingestion of the drug is necessary to maintain a relatively normal

physiological conclition¡ Ís subsumed unCer Paschke?s model.

Paschlçe p l:oposes that as the reinforcing consequences of drug

ingestion for reduction of the physiological tension and pain of
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abstinence in an addict strengthens the likelihood of acts of drug

abuse, so the reinforcing consequences of approval from a group

of peer s for clrug taking also increase the tendency toward

future drug{aking behaviors.

Paschkers (1970) model.¡ encompassing these various

possible influences on the clevelopment of addiction in an indiviclual,

also provides a ru.eans for specifying the nature of social

Ínfluences on the addiction process. If the primary psychological

rev¡ard in a peer group situeÉion is ó taining the grouprs approvalt

and Paschke assLlmes that tiris is true, theu illicit drug use rvithin

a drug-taking peer groqp derives secondarily reinforcing proper-

ties from the addictts associatecl experierne of the groupts

approval. The peer groupts iinportance during earl.5. drug uset

even where the peer group has not served as âa instigator to

drer¿* use, is objectively clemonstrable by the fact ihat obtainirg-

drugs, knowledge of Ìrolv to use them, and stfficÍent reinforce-

ment to overcome some of the initially noxious effects tend to

occur mainly through association with other dri,g-usÍ.ng individuals.

Throug'hout the remainder of the addiction cycleo the communi-

cation maintained between'tíre addict and his peer group provides

for the transmission of the group?s norms, attitudes' and behavior

patûerns to the individual member (as rvell as provicling access

to supplies of drugs)r aL:so allows for the reciprocal influence

of the rnember on the group" The stages in the addiction cycle

of first reinforcemento sporadic trse, the development of tolerance'

regular use, and finally heavy regular use, in the conte:* of

peer groLp relations, are reinforci.ng to the user beyond merely

the physical effects¡ since feeclbaclc to the groLlp frorn the member
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about his condition elicits a strong positive reaction from the

group.

The critical influence of the peer group on addiction is

most clearly pointecl out by Paschke (1970) in the later stages of

aclcliction¡ possibly after a treatment intervention or after self-

initiated withdrawal with the intention of qr"rifring the d,rug habit"

Involvement in an alternate peer grollp i,.¿ith non-d¡s-g*using no¡ills

could. break the addiction cycle at this point, Paschlse suggests.

However, association lrith an addict peer group begins the addiction

cycle over again, since adclicts appear to have difficuJ-ty integrating

themselves into other peer groups. As a resultr treatment inter-

ventions tend to have liltle lasting effect for the majority of

addicts. Rather than postulating psychopathological personâ]iq/

variables as the basis for initial and repeated acldiction' then'

this Learning Theory- Peer Çroup model would suggest the Ímpor-

tance of personality variables e::itical to social interaction processes"

C onc eptualiz ation .of thg Pr es e nt Inve s-tigatþn

Experimental Investigation of a Dimension of Addicts' Relation-

ships With Othefs

Paschkers Learning Theory - Peer Group model extends

theorizing about the effect of social infhience prtcesses on addiction

beyond simply recognition of their existence to speculation on the

mechanisms by which this influence occurs and to the suggestion

of new personality variables for i;he study of adcliction, specifi-

cal7y those personality characteristics relevant to social inter-

action patterns" The literai,rre reviewed above emphasized the

stre¡rgth of influence of the peer group process on i.nclividualst
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development of a ch-ug habit, thereby implying differences in the

quality of relationships betlveen acldicts and other adclicts and

betrveen addicts and non-addicts, The investigation of differences

or similarities in the kincls of relationships addicts m.aintâin with

each other as opposed to their relationships ivith non-addicts is a

focus of attention in this area in the continuing attenr.pt to discover

horv ancl ir'h5r adclicts become acldicts. Since littie informai;ion on

addictsr relationships with others has been empirically obtainecl to

clate, an aim of this stLrdy is to provide e4perimental evidence on a

selected climension of adcl.ictsÌ relationsirips rvi.th others"

Openness versus defeqplve4çqq-@
communications . The dimension of addict relationships selected

for investigation is opennesS \¡ersus defensivenesS of interpersonal

cornmunication, or the extent to r,vhich addicts reveal themselves

verbally to others" Reasons for choosing this r¡ariable for investi-

gation include the fact that one of the major problems in treatite¡rt

of ad.dicts is frequeutly their lack of olleTrness and their manipulative

or rbonningrrverbal behavior with treatment personnel, rvhich often

prevents the formation of effective therapeutic relationships (Levine

& Stephens, 1-9?1-). A related major reason for investigating ihe

exbent of personal revealÍngpess of addictsf com.tnunications is the

possible importance of this variable as an indicator of addÍctsi

capacity or motivation for involvement with others. Some theories

of acldiction hypothesize t}rat addicts are unable or rinwilling to enter

into and to maintain relationships that are not drug-centered ones

(Pittel, 1971; Proctor, L971.; Weech, 1966). A mutually satisfying

interpersonal relationship would be e>rpected to include some degree

of mutual self-disclosure. The failure to communicate personal

information in a contexb structurecl for self-clisclosure could
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indicate support or contradiction of the theorists cited above by

demonstrating rvhether or not addicts have difficulty in verbally

disclosing themselves to others"

The inadequacy of addictst relationship capacities

postulated by some theorists rvould predict the difficulty for addicts

of engaging in very personal.communication u'ith anyone. It is

arguable whether acldicts mig'ht be e>qlected to have.greater difficulty

in communicating verbally lvith other addicts or wi.th non-adcli.cts.

Theories of the extensive influence of adclict peer gro'úp members on

each other lvould suggest that addicts are open, at least to some extent,

in their communication with each other. Aspects of addictsr life

styles also support this idea of more communication between adclicts

than bet¡,veen addicts and non-addÍcts, since the illegai nafure of

drug-taking activity and- the frequent dependence of addicfs 6n çach.

other as sources of drug supply rvottld seeffi to requir:e a degree of

regu-lar exchange of personal information. On the other hand, i.t is

also possible that communication between addicts and non-addicts may

be facilit¿ted to a greater extent than between addicts and other

addicts if addicts perceive partioui;;r rron-addicts as sufficiently

distant and uninvolved that they need not fear immediate consequences

to their daily lives from them. Considering both these possibilities,

it would seem diff icult on an a priori basis to predict the direction

of the hypothesis of differences in the openness of acldictst communi-

cations with each other, as compared to their openness with the

non-add icts of this study.

A context in which both personal communication and communi-

cations indicating avoidance of personal revealingness are possiirle,

and for r,vhich a number of measures of the interaction process are
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available, is the projective testing sihration. The context of

administration of a projective personality test provides a focused

task requiring considerable interaction between the participants,

in lvhich results obtained from the test are frequently extremely

sensitive to the influence of the relationship behveen the test

administrator ancl the respondent (Barnard, L96B; Masling, 1960;

Sarason, 7954; Turner & Coleman, L962). The typical test

respondentrs experience of apprehension over the consequences

for him of being psychologicaliy evaluated (Lefcou-rt, 1969; Rosen-

berg, 1969) further insures that the responclent invests considerable

personal involvement in his test responses, either toward greater

self-disclosure or tou¡ard actively defending a.gainst revealing

himself through the test responses. These considerations comÌ¡ine

to ensure that a projective testi.lg sifuiation is a conte>lc in lvhich

a relationship betrrreen the tester ancl the testee etnerges over the

duration of the sossion. The projective testing situation, therefore,

provides one context in lvhich an aspect of addictsr relationships

with others may be investigated.

The selection of the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)

(MurraS', 1943) as the projective test of choice for the present

investigation was based partly on the ease with which inexlperienced

individuals may be trainecl to administer it to a minimum level

at least, and partiy on the availability of a number of TAT response

measures for the assessment of the openness-defensiveness of

test respondents, where opentless refers to relativelyfree or

unrestricted communication of personal information. These

considerations rvere the reason for the selection of the TAT as

opposed to other projective techniques as the experimental
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paractigm for the present investigation. The TAT was selected in

preference to a structured non-test interview for a number of

reasons. First, the findings of the present sttcly can be most

reaclily compared to prior research on addiction if similar methocis

are used, and a number of psychological sûr'-'lies of adclicts use

projective technÍques, The present sttd5r, therefore, also has as

a secondary aim validation of lhe utility of prior research on

acldictst responses to projective tests. Secondly, a structured

non-test intervierv situation clevised for the purposes of this

investigation alone would not only provide findings r,vhÍch 'nvoulcl be

difficult to compare with previotls research but would also be

subject to difficulties in tJre interpretation of results ' An5r

interpersonal situation is influenced by a complex interaction

between many variables. The widespread clinical and research

use of the TAT has iclentifiecl and described the influence of many

of these, while the same car¡not be said for any unstrrictïred

interview that coulcl have been devised for the purposes of this

study. Since any interpersonal interaction in an e)rperimental

setting obviously cliffers from the interpersonal interactions of

acldictst claily lives, it was considerecl highly necessary to select

as an experimental interaction a focused task for which many of

the variables inÍiuencing the interact¿nts are lmowlt, 'io permit

specification .,cf some of the ways in which the e;c;'erimental

findings can or cannot be generalized to addictsr real-life inter-

actions. These consicl.erations are the major reasons for choice of

the TAT as a moclel for investigation of addictst interactions with

others in this study.

The length of TAT stories, the time taken to provide and
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to elaborate a story in response to TAT pictures, and the latency

from pictr"tre presentation to ;lhe subjectts first response are

tSrpically used in clinical p*"ychological assessment as indications

of the degree of willingness and degree of difficulty experienced

in responding to TAT cards. Although a number of influences

preclude the interlpretation of stor;r length as direct evidence

of openness or clefensiveness, these measures are frequenfl.y

indicative of the extent of the responclentts desire to communicate

through the tæt material.s. In adclition, these lneasures have been

shown to be indispensable in the interpretation of oUrer TAT

response measures obtainecl in experimental settings, Lindzey

and Silverman (1959)¡ for øcample, found verbal fluency and

numerous other'ft\T respoirse variables to be hÍ.ghly correlatecl,

to the extent that statistical control for the verbal fluency factor

entirely accounted for some of the obtained correlations and

lowerecl the additional ones" These investigators cautioned that

researçh findings of correiations betlveen TAT r¡ariables are

freqnently mistaken in accepting evidence of. a relationship ',vithout

determining the contribution of verbal productivity to each of the

variables being correlated. For these reasons, average story

length, average time per card, and âverage latency of response

to card presentation have been included as dependent variables

i¡r the investigation of the openness of addicts? TAT responses in

the present study.

Ardirecttïneasure of openness in responses to the TAT is

provicled by Flamsher ancl Farina (1967) who have developed a

reliable five-point rating scale of 'ôpenness'J Their investigation

of TAT responses of college Ss under instructions requesting

cliffering degrees of bpennesd'indieatedthat respondents can vary
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the degree of revealingness of their responses to the TAT cards"

Openness is operationally ciefined in the present study, as in the

Hamsher and Farina investigation, as judgest ratings of open-

ness based on a manual of openness developed by Harnsher and

Farina (L967a). The Hamsher and Farina rating of openness

rvill subsequently be referred to ¿s the Openness Index"

A furiher clependent varial:Ie relatecl to the openness or

defensiveness of TAT responses is a measure of the extent to

which verbalizations to the TAT proceed beyond rvhat is objec*

tively present in each TAT picture (Weisskopf, 1950). Weiss*

kopf has considered such a measurer giving the number of ele-

ments per card per subject beyond the objective features of the

carcl, which she has entitled the t'Transcendence Index, 1r as

indicative of ,.mount of fantasy production. Florvever' fantas¡r

material, more so than o'bjective description and minimum el.a-

boration of thernes sLrggested by TAT cards, may be extremely

sensitive to the cìegree to which a respondent r,vishes to be open

with a test administrator" This observation has been experi.men-

tally verified by Kenney (L954), who obtained a strong correlation

between the t'Transcendence Index" and Q-sorts of rlrevealingness

of personality'Î in TAT stories. An investigation bJ'Hartmann

(19?0) has also demonstrated a correspondence between the Trans-

cendence lnclex and rankings by experienced psychologists of the

clinical usefulness of TAT stories, which presumably would also

be based on the degree of personality revealingness of the TAT

responses.

In summary, then, a rnajor purpose of the present investi-

gation is to c¿ompare the degree of openness of addicts in the

presence of other addicts, as indicatecl by the Openness Index and
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the Transcendence Index of responses to TAT cards, with acldictsf

degree of openness in the presence of non-acldicts"

Investigation of aclclictst relationships in a non-Ínstitutional

settitfi. Most investigations of acldictsr influences on each other or

of degree of addictsr identification with the addict subculture have

been conclucted in institutions rvhere adclicts are full.-time resiclents

for a period of time (e.g. Berzins &Ross, 7972; Berzins, Ross,

& Monroe, 7977; Haertzen & Hooks, 1969; Monroe & Astin, 1-961;

Rettig & Pasamanick, 1964; Senay & Renault, 1971). A disadvantage

of such settingsfor investigating addict peer group membersf

reei;orocal influences en sach other is that residence in an

institution changes the typical activity pattern of addicts and

changes their pattern of association r,vith each other" Out-patient

treatment, on the other hand, provides accessibility to addicts as

research subjects r"'hile the addicts maintain a life style and

natLtritl pattern of peer associations less dissimilar to their: pre-

treatment patterns. The choice of setting for the present

investigation tvas, therefore, an out-patient methadone treatment

program, Ín which the maiority of heroin addicts on the program

appear daily at the same location to receive their prescribed

methadone dosages. In addition to the unavoidable cont¿cts

dqe to participation in the methadone program þy the acldicts

in the population being investi;ated, further assurance exists

of the considerable interaction and degree of acquaintanceship among

the acldicts comprising the sample for the present shrdy, since the

heroin adclict group of the urban area from which the subjects are

clrawn is small enough th¿t almost all the addicts are islown to each

other. The population under investigation, therefore, particularly

lends itself to the study of some aspects of addictsr interaction

'uvith other acl.dicts .
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Evaluation of VaIi of Addictsr Res tive and

Obi ective Pers onalitv Iests
A further consicleration, in noting adctictst responses in

a psycholqical assessment sifrration, is the implication of

possible differential responding to clifferent kinds of examiners

for the interpretation of past research and current assesstnent

techniques usecl rvith addicts" A number of stuclies. have relied

on addictst responses to projective instrr-rments or their responses

in personal interviei,vs for their h5rpotheses or eonclusions

regarding the etiology of acldiction (Zimmering e! aL" 1951;

Zimmering et.al., 1952; Gerard & Kornetsky, 1954; Chein

L964; Rosenberg, C. M., 1-968; Rosenberg, C' M", 1969;

Proctor, 19?1). A considerably larger ntr'mber of investigations

have based their hypotheses and research conclusions on'c}i.e

assumption of the validity of addictst responses to objective

personality inve::Jories or questionnaires. Furthermore, data

obtained in clilical psyehological assessment proced-ures, rised

for treatment decisions in programs to rehabilitate addicts,

frequently are based on both objective and projective instruments.

Yet addicts are }glown to engage in manipLrlative interactions q'ith

treahnent personnel (Stephens & Levine, 19?1)' There is' 'therefore'

reason to question u'hether adclictsr psycholo$ical test responses

reflect response sets other than those which permit valid test

interpretation, such as attempts to create a certain impression

or a desire to mislead the test evaluatot. ExLreme differences in

addictst responses with different kinds of examiners would suggest

the presence of behaviors ressembling îrconningtt in intervierv

situations, rvhere the object of the interaction process is to avoid

honest self presentation (Stephens & Levine, 1971)'

et aï.,
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Stephens (L972) has investigated the truthfulness of a sample

of adclicts follor,ving their stay in an institutional treatment centre,

by mailing questionnaires to the ex-addicts asking about their

drug-taking history and reactions to the residential treatment

extrlerience. Based on the illegality of addictsr drug related

activities, adclicts I tendencies toward "conningrt behar¡Í.or, ancl the

I'ordinary human need to justify their faults and sirortcomings (p. 550),rt

Stephens hypothesized that untruthful responding would be charac-

teristic of many of the returned questionnaires" Instead, the addictsr

answers to the questionnaires shor,ved a higil degree of agreement

rvith similar questionnaires 6¡1 sach addict completed by the addictst

drug counselors, and by a relative of each acldict. Holever, there

are a number of limitations to Stephensr study. A maior one is the

degree to rvhich the reports of the drug counselors or the addictsr

relatives were based on eyidence other than the addictsr self-reports

is not clear from the study. A second possible limitation is that

only 100 of the 236 questiorulaires mailed were returned, which

raises the possibility of a systematic difference betrveen those

addicts who replied and those who did not on the dependent variable

being investigatec.

An additional feature of the Stephens (L972) study'uvhich

undermines the applicability of its results to face-to-face psycho-

loEical testing situations is the f.actthat Stephensr addict subjects

did not expect feedback from the experitnenter concerning their

responses to the questionnaires. Individuals given psychological

tests in clinical assessment settings typicaliy expect some infor-

mation on the results of their tests. These differing expectations

can affect individualsr test performance (Rosenthal, 1966), often

by increasing the degree of the responclent's involvement rvith the
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t¿sks requested of him. In preparation of the subjects for the

present study, the availabilÍty of feedback based on subjectsf test

responses r'vas stressed. The greater involvement of subjects

in this stucly as a result of encouraging feedback expectations is

an advantage over Stephensr study contributing toward greater

confidence in the validif of the eqperim.ental manip,i.ldions and

in generalizabiiity of ihe results io clinicai assesslrrent contexts.

A further objective of the present stucly, therefore, is to

compare the responses of acl-dicts on an objective ancl a projective

personality test, in the presence of different ki.nds of examiners.

To the extent that projective tests present the possibility of

greater personal involvement and revealingrress, the presen.t

investigatÍon proposes to examine the clifferences Ín responses

to different examiners between addictsr responses to a projectir.e

as compared to an objective personality test. An addiiional

reason for the comparison between projective and objective tests

is the great€r complexity in the administration and the inter-

pretation of projective as compared to objective tests in their

use as psychological assessment tools" Less situational influences

on objective test responses as compared to the effects of sÍtuational

influences on projective test responses lvould support tfre use of

objective tests intlie dinical and research assessment of addicts

for reasons oUrer than ease in administration and interpretation.

In]¡estlgation of Addictsl-Need for Approval

The objective test selected for the present investigation is

the Marlorve-C rorvne Social Desirability Scale (MC-SDS) (iVlarlorve

& Crowne, 1960), since, in addi.tion to fulfiliing the minimal
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requirement of being an objective test for the pul?oses of comparing

addictst responses to a projective ancl an objective test, the

theoretical rationale for the l\{C-SDS is relevant to the Íszue of

holv addict peers can contribute toward an individualrs becoming or

remaining an adclict. Crolvne and Marlor,ve (1964) found, in a series

of investigations , ttr',t MC-SDS scores predicte,:1. behar¡iors in a

rvide variety of experimental sit¿ations rvhere approval \MaS a

possible consequence" These situations had the common charac'

teristic of eliciting ccnformity to the opinions of peers, even \\¡hen

such conforming responses required the denial of evidence from

c|e2;r visual and agditory cues. Fligh I\{C-SDS scorers appeared to

be influenced to a much greater exf;ent than low MC"SDS soorers

to change their judgments due to the presence of age peers expressing

different judgments in the ex?erimental setting. Theorists in the

add.iction literature ,liscussed above, such as Paschke (1970), and

Wikler (1971b) have suggestecl tirat peer group pressu-res aud acldictst

vulnerability to them are potent influences in the lives of acldicts.

One possible exalanation for the hypothesized magnitrrde of peer

in-fluences on addicts is ttrat hig'h need for social approval is a

personality characteristic of addicts which, given extrlosure to a

peer group of acidicts, predÍsposes them to addiction.

This possibility of high need for social approval as an

explanation for drug use has been investigated. Scherer, Ettinger,

and Mudrick (7972) administered the MC-SDS and a questionnâire

requesting inJormation on frequency of dmg use, drug t5,"pe, and

ini'iiation to drug use to 66 eollege undergraduates, and found

significant differences in MC-SDS scores between non-users? tlsers

of soft drugs and users of harcl dr-ugs. The harcl drug tisers

obtained the hig'hest MC-SDS scores, rvith non-users scoring in
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the intermediate range, and soft drug users scoring in the low range

on the MC-SDS. In addition, B2To of the hard drug users reported

initiation to drug use through friends, r,vhile frÍends \,vere initiators

to drug use for only 42To of the soft drug users. Scherer e!_?!.

suggest that the high MC-SDS scores of hard drug users may

indbate an abnormal desire io be socially approvecl and accepted.

The hard drug users in the Scherer, Ettinger, and I\¿Iudrick

(L972) investigation lvere clefinecl as those who, in acldition to using

marijuana and,/or hashish had taken various harcl dmgs (not including

heroin). The present study attempts to determine rvhether the

Scherer et al. findings of high need for social approval among

college student users of these various drugs hold tr"ue for heroÍn

addicts. Similar results from a heroin acldict sample would provide

support for need for social approval as a personality characteristic

of addicts accounting for their susceptibility to the in-fluence of

addict peers.

A related theoretical issue with lvhich the present s{n.dy is

also concerned is determining the limits of validity of the need for

approval motive for behavior prediction in the psychological testing

situation. Crowne and Marlowe (1964) have suggested that defen-

siveness is an integral component of the need for approval motive,

and that, therefore, MC-SDS scores are also preclictive of

defensive behavior. This element of Crowne and Marlowers theory

has been investigated in the projective testing situation, where

individuals are hypothesized to be highiy conscious of the possibility

of providing revealing information about themselves" Lefcourt (1969),

for example, found that those of his undergraduate student subjects

scoring high on the MC-SDS gave significantly ferver rrmovem.entr? or
tMrrresponses to the Barron l:nk Blot Test than did subjects scoring
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low on the MC-SDS. The MC-SDS thus proved prec'lictive of

clefensive behavior in response to a projective test, since 1T\{r'

responses are characteristically free, imaginative responses

t'rrconstrainecl by the stimulus characteristics of the blots and

therefore representing more of the respondentts own contribution.

A sflidyby Tutko (1964), with Ps)¡chiatric patients rather than

coliege str,rclents, found that MC-SDS scores discrimÍna.tecl accurately

beh,veen groups of patients differing in the personal revealingness of

their responses to the TAT" High X{C-SDS scorers were found to be

less revealing than were lorv MC-SDS scorers.

These two studies, iJrerefore, have indicated support for

Crowne ancl Marlowers (1964) application of the need for approval

motive, as measurecl by the MC-SDS, to the prediction of rlefensive

behavior in the projective testing situation. Holvever, one of the

two measures of defensiveness used by Tutko xrras productivity in

response to the TAT, v¡hich Norlnan (1963) fou-nd did not differ ior

TAT respolìses of college shident subjects obtaining high scores on

the N{C-SDS as opposed to those obtaining lorv MC-SDS scores. The

prediction of defensive behaviors on the basis of the MC-SDS may be

further questioned by the fact that Lefcourtrs results included the

observation that rrMtr responses to the Barron hrk Blot Test are

not optimal indicators of what is meant by the concept rrdefensiveness. r'

The present shrdy provides an occasion for more precise

investigation of the extent to which defensiveness may be related

to the approval motive. Hamsher and Farina (1967) define openness

as the opposite of defensiveness, or rfree, unrestricted communi-

cation of personal information(p. 526).tt The Opemess Rating Scale

for TAT responses devised by them would, therefore, be expectecl to

correlate highly r,vith MC-SDS s:ores, if the Crowne and Marlorve

(i964) theoreticai description of neecl for approval as including
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defensiveness is correct. On the basis of the Crolyne and Marlolve

hypothesis, it is predicterì that high Mc-sDS scorers in the present

investigation r,vill obtain lorver ratings on the Openness Rating

Sca1e than rvill lorv MC-SDS sco-rers.

The present investigation, therefore, has several purposes

in obt¿ining the responses of addicts' to thex,Iarlorve-crowue social

Desirability scaì.e; (a) to lencl support or to diminish support for the

hypothesis of acldictsr susceptibilÍt5' to peer group Írú1.uence by

Ínvestigating adciicisr responses to an objective personality test

considered inclicative of susceptibility to the infltr-ence of others,

and by comparing their responses lvith norms published in the

literature (Crou,rre & Marlo¡,ve, 1964); þ) to provide a measure

for the comparison of adctictsl responses to an objective test n'ith

their responses to a projective test; and (c) to determine rvhether

need for social approval, as measured b}r the MC-SDS, predicts

defensiyeness in a projective testing situation.

H5,potheses

The follo¡,ving hypdireses are, therefore, proposed for the

pre sent investigption :

1. The openness of addictst responses to the lthematic

Apperception Test administered by addict testers r,viIl differ from

the openness of acldictst responses to the Thematic Apperception

Test adminÍstered by non-adclict testers.

2. Addictst responses to an objective personality test, the

Marlorve- c rowne social De sirability scale, aclministerecl by addict

testers'iviII differ from the responses of addicts to the test as

administerecl by non-adclict testers.
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3. Acldictsr responses to the MC-SDS rvill indicate high need

for social approval in comparison to Cror,vne and Marlowe (1964)

norms.

4" Respondents obtaining high scores on the Marlolve-

Crowne Social Desirability Scale will give responses to the Thematic

Apperception Test that are lower in rtopenness" than rvill respon-

dents obtaining lorv scores on the IVIC-SDS.
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Method

Subiects

Subjects were 26 heroin addicts andT former addicts who

were voluntary participants or former participants in a methadone

treatment program aclministered through St. Boniface General

Hospital, Winnipeg.

Subjects Ps) in the sampie includecl: 19 mille andT female

addicts receiving methadone through the prograigS male and

2 female former participants in the program, whose last treatment

contact i,vith the program was no ionger than L2 months prior to

Sst participation in this study. Former male recipients of metha-

done throug'h the program serving sentences for crÍmÍnal offences

at either Stony i\{ountain Institution or HeacÌingley Correctional

Institution lvere also studied, although unknotvn differences in these

Ss as a function of institutionalization arrd the laclc of a sample

sufficient in size to permit statisticai comparison lvith the hospital

Ss did not permit their inclusion in the results of this investigatio^"1

1- The author would iike to thank l\{rs. Leona Holms, R. N",

Co-ordinator of Medical Services of the Drug Rehabilitation Program,

St. Boniface General Hospital, for her extensive and generous heip

in obtaining the co-operation of the past and present methadone program

participants rvho served as subjects. Ihe author rvould also like to

thank Mr. J. Cartr,vrig'ht, of the iVledical St¿ff of Headingiey Correc-

tional Institution, and Mr " O. Chaudry, Director of Classification at

Stony Mountain Institution, for enabling the participation of former

methadone prograr'^l participants at these InstitutÍons in this research.
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The ages of Ss included in the analysis of dat¿ ranged from L8 years

to 36 years, with a mean age of 25 years, 2 months, and a standard

deviation of 5 years, 6 months.

This sample of ouþatient Ss included a1l participants in the

program rvho attended the hospital regularly for their prescribed metha-

done. All Ss agreed early in their period of association with the program

to participate in a.ny psychologica.l assessment proceclures lvhich inight

be requested of them. Horvever, any member of the program might have

refused to participate in the study rvii;hout repercussi.ons to his or her

status on the program or to his or her methadone treatment. Partici-

pants were aware of this fact. 'Ihe participation of former methadone

program participants rvho had completecl the program or \Mho r,vere

inmates at either of the correctional institutions at the time of the

stu,Jy was entirely voluntary. It is characteristic of addict populations,

horvever, that they find it difficult to engage in. behavior ttrat has few

immediateiy gratifyitlg conseqtlences (Hill, 7962 ; Zimmering, 1951) .

Consequently, Ssi particÍpation in th.e study, altiroug'h at least nomi-

nally voluntary, was not expected to be highly t¡.otivated. However,

informal obs ervation, responses to post- exlgerimental questionnaires,

and participation in the feedback and debriefing sessions indieated that

the majority of Ss rvere both co-operative and interested in those

aspects of the study in which they participated" The ca-operativeness

of the Ss, however, raises the question of the representativeness of

this acldict sample, since addictst are not typically very co-operâtive

as research Ss.

Measure m ent of Depencleq:L Va riable s

The N{arlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (hereafter refer:ced

to as the MC-SDS) (N{arlor,ve & Crori'ne, 1960), contained in Appendix I"
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lvhich cont¿ins 33 statements requiring true-false atrswers, was used

to assess the need for social approval. Although originally devised

as a measure of social desirability independent of psychopathoiogy,

subsequent research has demonstrated its predictive validity for
approval-seeking behaviors both within and beyond the psychological

testing situation (Crowne & Marlorve, 7964; Marlowe & Crowne, 1960).

The stateraents of the Mari.o¡,ve-Cro\\.ne Scaie were selectecl on the basis

of being true of virtually everyone or false for virtuall5' sy*rt r*.
Therefore, the hig'her the numher of statements narked tme that are

false for most people and the higher the num]:er of staternents markecl

false that are true for mostpeople, the higher the MC*SDS score and

the higher is the inferred neecl for approval of the respondent"

The selection of test aclministrators occurred as a result of

research literature documenting the importance, as cliscussecl earlier,

of the mutual influences of .members of the addict subculture on each

other for the clevelopment and maintenance of the drug hal¡it (e.g. OîDon-

neII, 1967; Paschke, L9?0; Rettig & Pasamanick, 1,964; Weech, 1966).

This relationship of addicts to other individuals ín similar circumstances

during the periocl of transition in life style represented by participation

in treatment programs has also i:een previousl5, noted (Monroe & Astin,

1961; Stephens & Levine, L977; Volkman & Cressey, 1963). Selection

of test administrators who were themselves on the methadone program

was, tlrus, intended to provide an interaction situation perinitting genera-

Lization to addictsrinteractions with other addicts. Since the adclicts

participating in the program from which Ss were obtained were all trmown

to each other, choosing test administrators from the same prograrn

approximatecl interaction between peers more cLoseiy than the use of

addict testers 'uvho were not lanolvn to the Ss and r,vho lvere identified

as University students taking advanced courses in psychology. For
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this reason, participants in the methadone prograrn uncler investi-
gation \Mere selected to serve as some of the test aclministrators

for i!¿e present study"

The choice of University undergraduate students as test

administrators for comparison rvith addÍct test adminÍstrators was

based on the identifiability of students as a subcultsrar group

distind from the addict grolrpr on the accessiÏrility of súudent

volunteers for participation in ihe study, and on the assumption

that advanced r"rnclergraduate students rvoulcl not be greatly rlifferent
in age from the majority of adcricts participating in Éhe rnethaclone

program. The acttial age means of ihe student ü;, ZZ.E years,

differed, holvevern from the nrean age of adclicts on the program,

which was 25 .6 years.

The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) rvas selected as the

projective test of choice, since it was r.eLt ùtat, flre opportunity for
experimenter-sLrbject interaction clespite the miniinal training
possible for the test administrators in this stucìy lvas greater rvith

this test than with lllany other projective techniques, In TAT

administration, E is frequently required to prompt s to complete

his description of each of the TAT cards according to 'ihe instruc-
tions givenr but the comments required to prompt s rvithor¡t intro-
ducing excessive variability into the E-s interaction clo no't require
any considerable theoretical or practical expertise rvithin the limits
imposed by the directions used.

The TAT variables for each sused as measures of [sr degree

of openness included measures of verbal productivity, response

time, openness ratings, and transcendence measures. Average

latency of response between presentation of a TAT card and the s's
first verbal response to it, although intendecl as a st4rplementary

measnre of openness, proved to have insufficient reliability when
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obtained from tape-recordings of TAT administrations to permit

its Ínclusion as a measure and rvas therefore abandoned" The

average number of words given in response to each TAT card was

used as the measure of verbal productivity. Response time measures

q/ere based on the mean time taken by each S in responding to

each TAT carcl.

The most direct meâsure of openness trsecl was the O1:enness

Index, obtained by averaging th.e ratings of openness for each card

accorcling to a manual for rating openness developed by Hamsher and

FarÍna (1967). The Hamsher ancl Fari.na Openness Rating Seale is

presented in Appendix VII. The folloling description summarizes

the characteristics of TAT stories assigned each of the ratings:

1- " Rejection or mere description of the
carcl; stories stilteclr ste reotyped, unelaborated
to a marlied degree 

"

2. Above feahrres to a more limited degree;
frequent suggestions of a desire to communicate'

""ul;"u"#t#IxoPortionsofinclicatorsofopenness4" Apparent ídentÍfication rvith story charac-
ters and personalization of theme. Stories freely
elaborated, with some involvement with plot
development" Some Índications of reservation,
holcling back.

5. Stories clearly personalized and fu1ly
elaborated; lack previous defensive signs (I{am-
sher & Farina, 1967, p. 526) 

"

As can be seen from this summary, the higher the rating' the greater

was the inferred openness of the story. The openness rating for each

S was the average rating obtainecl from all of an {s stories given in

response to the set of TAT cards, using the Hamsher and Farina

specifications and several additional criteria compiled by the present

investigator (also contained Ín Appendix VIÐ.
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The measure of transcendehc€¡ as a further indicator of

openness, rvas the Transcendence Index, obtained ï:y averaging

the nurnber of comments per picture which extended beyond

objective description of the carcl (Weisskopf, 1-950) " Criteria used

for measuring transcendence were taken from an unpublished

scoring manual (Pr.ola, 1970) (contained in Appendix Vm), based

ol1 an unpril:Lisirecl manual cornpi!.eri by the originator of the inclex

(Weisskopf' 1-950)' in addition to a minimal number of scoring

criteyia specified by the present imrestigator (inclu-cleci in Appenclix

VIII).

The criteria added by the present investigator for both

transcendence and openness \Mere checked for reliability, along

with Prolars criteria for the Transcenclence Inclex ancl Hamsher

and Farinars Openness Rating Manual aird proved satisfactory

(see belorv).

The measures of verbal productivity' the Openness Indexn

and the Transcendence Index were obtained from transcripts of

the TAT portion of the tape-recorcled ex-perimental sessions 
"

Average time per card lvas obtained by noting exact elapsed time

per card for each S from the original tape recordings of the

sessions¡ and subsequently averaging these.

Although all dependent measures used in the data analysis

were rated by the present investigator' a random sample of 30 TAT

stories from the more than 300 stories obtained \Mere re-rated by

two volunteer graduate shrclents in psychology.z Each of the raters

' ,nu author rvould like to thank George Beclnarczyk and

James Milord for their assistance in rating samples of Thematic

Apperception Test stories .
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ïeceived brief training and practice trials on stories other than

those randomly selected for the reliability checks, prior to rating

the 30 stories indepenclently, using the rating manuals only. The

Pearson product-moment correlation coeff ic ient fo r inter-rate r
reliability obbined for the Openness Index was .75 þ < .05)r while

the Pearson product-moment reliability coefficient for the

Transcendence l:tdlex rvas .91 {fl < " 01-).

Eæerimental Design_

The clesign of this investigatÍon was a trvo-faetor completely

randomized hierarchical design' with hvo levels of subcultural

identification of the examíner (addict vs. non-addict) and seven

examinerso fotrr within the addict examiner condition¡ and Urr'ee

in the non-addict examiner condition. This design applied for all

of the dependent variables under ínvestigation¡ since each S

responded on all dependent rneasures in a single session during

lvhich the same examiner presided throughout.

Procedure

Seledion of test administrators. Four individuals from the

methadone treatment prograrn were selected to serve as experi-

menters (E's) bV the Co-ordinator of Medical Services of th,e program.

The criteria used for selection of the !s were' mainly: willin g ness

to participate as test administrators ' avallabúity of time to

participate, and acquaintanceship or being known to all members of

the progrâfÍrr âs well as presumecl capacity to carry out the tasks

of the experimental sessions" In addition, choice of EF was ves-

tricted to males on1y. Since sex of the examiner ma,!. influence

projecti\re test responcìing (Mas!.ing' 1-960), the clecÎsion lv¿ìs made
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to use examiners of the same sex for all Ss, and since males

were more available, males were chosen.

The Índividuals selected for participation were approached

rvith a brief, general explanation of the projed (contained in

Apperdix IQ. Additional information given to the test adminis-

trators at this tÍme included only specification of the time involved

in participation, rvithout further indication of the exact natrire of

the project. The first four individuals asked to participate r,vere

willing to clo se and servecl as the addict Es.

Stuclents in an advaaced ündergraduate psychology cJ.ass

were presented lvith the same information and asked to volunteer.

The fÍrst four male volunteers were accepted.S

Preparation of test aslministratorq. The two groups of Es,

psychology student test adr:rinistrators and the rnethadone progrâm

test administrators met separatelV three days and four days

respectively before the first day of testing, since it u'as not possible

to arrange a time suitable for all test administrators to attend

the same training session. Flowever¡ the two sessions were iden-

tical in the structure and content provided. Briefly, during the

a" The author would like to thank the four methadone program

participants, the volunteer E at Stony Mountain Institution, and

psychology students Lorne Gibson, Larry Morris, Michael Rileyo

and Terry Stephens for their time and æ nscientious efforts in

serving as test administrators for this study. Although creclit is

due to a1l of the test administrators, the names of the methadone

program testers are not incft-rded here, since ail- methadone

program participants were assured th¿t their names rvould remain

confidential.
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training sessions, Bs were given a rationale for the study as an

investigation of achievement motivation among addicts, ancl as a

means to provide new and usefuf kinds of information for the

methadone treatment program participants about themselves .

Es were also provicled rvith brief descriptions of the tests, descrip-

tion of the behaviors required of them in the orperimental sessionso

ancl brief practÍce lvith the aclministraticn proceclure (see Appendl'r

m).

On the clay of their first test adrninistration¡ å's also

received practice in using cassef,te tape recorders for recording of

TAT responses, and practice in reading instructions to Ss. Also,

Es çemplstecl brief pre- and post-experimental questionnaires

(contained in Appendix V) immecìiatel5r before theii: first contact

with an S, ancl again aftex their l¡rst contact rvith an $ asking them

to rate tbeir own involvement in the projecÇ their hypotheses about

the nature and purpose of the project, ancl their reactions to their

experience as test administrators. Analysis of S' replies to the

post-experimental questionnaire and discussion in post-experi-

mental debriefing sessions with Es indicated that although some

Es suspected that differences between the administrators were being

studied, no E_ feit that this was ihe single major hypothesis, or

guessed ifs exact nature"

During

the weelc prior to the study, a brief announcenent of the project

(see Appenclix II) was displayed at the main location of the methadone

program, where all participants receive their methaclone" The

announcement specified further details of Sst participation" Former

program participants, who were asked to volunteerr rÀ/êre given

essentially the same information in a telephone eonversation with

the Co-ordinator of Nledical Seryices of the program.
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Test administration. Of 'che 27 Ss on the meiloadone program

rvhose responses to the tests were included in the data analysis, 24

completed their experimental participation during the four conse-

cutive days of the first exlperimental period atthe times of their

regular appearances at the treatment centre to receive their metha-

done. All testing occurred in the three avaílable rooms immedi-

ately acljacent to the location where participants received their

methadone regularly" Ss rvere assigned randomly, in order of

appearance¡ to a methadone program test adrninistrator or to a

psychology student test acìministrator. At Least tlvo test adminis-

trators, one from each group, were available to eoncluct the

e4perimental sessions with [s¡ at any one time, except for a brief,

unavoidable periocl r,vhen only one E rvas available andr thereforeo

tested trvo sequential $;s. However, although most Ss appear daiiy

at the treatment centre, they do not frequently appear at the same

time of day. As a result, a17 Bs dicl not test eqriivalent numbers

of Ss, although the nurnber tested by the methadone prograrn and

the psychology student test administrators was approximately

equal (n=18, and n=15, respectively).

All former participants (n=7) in the methadone program who

agreed to participate and who appeared for the sessio¡ts rvere tested

during the two consecutive days of the second experimental period,

approximately one week after the program par"ticipants who were

then current hacl been tested. These Ss were also randomly

assigned in order of appearance to a methadone program test

adminisírator or a psychology stuclent test administrator"

Prior to each testing session, a brief note on each ålvas
obtained from the nurse on duty at the time of testing, stating

lvhether, to the best of her knor,vledge, 'lt¡e S was at the time

experiencing any drug effects other than those of methadone and
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whether S had been involved in any unusLral si'¿uation which might

aff.ect his or herbehavior atthe time, such as a major inter-
personal or other environmental event, which might result in

inattentive or unwilling participation in the testing sessíon. No

I appearecl to be in any physical or psychological state markedly

different from his or her usual conciition at the time of testing"

Each test aclrninistrator ',¡¡ho v¡as also a methaclone program par"bi-

cipant was also rated on these same criteria at the beginning of

each dayts testing sessiotu and they similarly did not seem tobe

behaving noticeably differently than usual during the clays of

testing.

After S had received his or her regular dosage of metha-

done, S was given a slip of paper on which an identifying number

was printed, to be given to the tester atthe beginuing of ttre

session. The S was then escorted to the appropriate e>çerirnental

roorn by the principal E" The tester then conducted the exlperi-

mental session rvith the aid of an explicit set of procedure notes

(see Appendix IV) and a set of answers, printed for the convenience

of the E and for purposes of standardization, to the questions that

it was expected would be most commonly asked bV [s.
On Srs entry into the testing room' E introduced himself if

he was not alreacly known to the S, and identified himself as a

methadone program participant or as a University student in

psychology. The S was reminded of the confidentiality of the test

results, and of the fact that he rvordd receive feedback concerning

his performance on the tests, and told that he could ask any

questions about the testing program either following the experi-

mental session or at the feedback session.

Subjects vrere then given the l\,Iarlowe-Crowne Social
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Desirability Scale, and, subsequently in the same session' the

Thematic Apperception Test. TAT responses were recordecl

both manually by the $ and mechanieally by cassette tape

recorders, Tbe TAT cards aCrcjnistered were: L¡ 2e 9BM, 4t

6BM, BBM, 13MF' t4' L6, and 20' in that order.

Following Srs response to the last TAT card, S was askecl

not to cliscuss the tes'us or the testing sessions rvith other indivi-

duals being tested' in order to maximize the usefulness to each

person of the information which the tests coulcl provide. llhe S

was then asked to complete a post-experimental questionnaire

and rating scale of his or her interest and involvement in the

tests (contained in Appenclix VI).

Iminediately foLlorving the experimental session, E completed

a similar rating scale of ,Ss interest and involvement (see Appendix

V), intended to heighten Ets atLention and motivation for sul:sequent

sessions by providing him with an opportunity to present his own

evaluation of an Sts performance, and also for the more limited

purpose of screening out any 9s who may,h¡)ve sho\,vn total lack of

motivation to participate. No !F were eliminated from inclusion

in the analysis of the results on this basis.

Debriejing and feedback sessions, Indir¡idual feedback

sessions rvere conducted by the principal ! r and were arranged for

all project participants lvho rvisheC to have them¡ with the majority

of debriefing sessions held between one and two weeks of the Srs

date of testing. Feedback provided frcm the TAT contained mainly

a genern"I description of [s? need for achievement' ,rnd the sLlmmary

information given them from the I\[C-SDS was presented as recep-

tivity to external influences or indepenclence of personal jttdgments.

All items of feedback were presented positively" All feedback
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sessions lvere brief, lasting appro><imately 15 minutes on the

average' and .rftempted to provide S with some information about

himself or herself that niglrt be useful and satisfactory to S

rvithout creating a necessity for the discussion of clinical material.

All questions asked about the project, except for the nature of

the h5rpotheses, rvere also ansrverecl cluring these sessions"

Post-.experimental sessions were also conducted ¡,vith both

grþups of test administrators, in order to expand the information

originally provided to them about the tests usecl and the n'rtu-re of

the research" Since Bwere p,rrticularly interested in the TAT,

some interpretations of two substantially different protocols of

hypothetical persons !\¡ere presented to them, as eramples of

the clinical use of the TAT"
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Besults

Subsample C omparability

The data were initially analyzed for differences between

strbgroups of Ês varying in age, sex, or current programversus

non-program status (at the time of the study) on each of the

clependent variables. The error of asstiming no cliiferences

between these stibgroups if differences tvere the case was

consiclered a serious error Leaciing to possible misinterpretation

of the results of the study. The refore, the probabil-'ity of this

Type II error occurrÍng was reduced by accepting a liberal alpha

level of .25 as the criterion for failing to reject the hypothesis

of no differences Ïretween the sr-rbgroups of S.s cliffering in age,

program participation¡ or sex. Analysis of variance for sex

and current program participation Q¡ "ont'versus those not "ontt

the methadone program at the tinie of their participation in the

experimenti provided no indication cf differences between subgroups

differing in these characteristics on any of the dependent variables,

as summarized irr Table L, Howeverr analyses of variance f.or age

of ls at the time of participation indicated significant differences

in MC-SDS scores (F=4.90t df=L/32, p ( "05), average rrerbal

productivity on the TAT (F=2" 84, c1f=L/31, Þ (.25)t and average

time for TAT responses (F=1.50, df=I/31r F (.25) between trvo

groups of Ss distinct from each other in terms of the total age

distribution of all Ss. The mean age of the group containing the

majority of f,s (n=30) was 25 years' l- month, r,vhile the mean age

of the group of four considerablJ' older Ss rvas 50 years' 3 months.

The older addicts obtained higher mean scores on ihe MC-SDS

(where higher scores indicate greater need for social apprrrval)'

were more verbally productive on the TAT and took more time to
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respond to TAT carcls than did ilhe younger addicts comprising

the majority of the sample. As a result of these differences, the

four older Ss were not Íncluded Ìn further analyses of the data"

Table I

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Srlbsample Differences
in Age, Prograrn Participation' and Sex

for NIC*SDS and TlrT l\'Ieasures

F

MC-SDS Average
words

Open- Transcen-
ness dence

Average
tirne

Age 4.90**

Program
participation "26

Sex .01

2.84*

"04

"D+

1 .50*

.13

,00

.65

"00

.36

.04

qfl
cùf

.5'l

Note:- For Ðvalues obtained from Marlolve-Crowne Social
Desirability Scale scores' df=L/32; for all other tr'values, df=l/31.

Fvalues in atl columns other than the MC-SDS column refer
to those obtained from TAT response measures.

x p (.25
x+. p ( .05

4dclict Ve rs us Non-A ddict Identity of- Test Administrato.rs (Hypotheses

1- and 2)

The combined data from male and female Ss I'on" or 'bff"

the methaclone program at the time of the study were analyzed by means of

hierarchical aralyses of v¿riance'(seo Tabtre 2) for each of the clependent
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variables (Kirk, 1968; Myers, 1966). Four examiners were

included within the addict E condition and three exarniners within

the non-aclclict E condition, due to the unavoidable circumstance

tbat on.e of the four psychology stuclent examiners was able to test

only one S, and since comparison Ss for this E were, therefore,

not avatlable to examine 1he possibilities of differences in the

dependent variable meastires r,vhich might have occurred as a result

of this specific E rather lfran the experimental condÍfion, the E and

the S u'hom he tested were not included in analyses of the clata"

Hierarchical analysis of variance of MC*SDS scores

indicated that the addict or non-addict identity of ttre tester clid not

affect MC-sDs scores. 'rire means obtained by the addicts testecl

in each of the ti,yo conditions r,vere 9. 0 for addicts tested by an

adclict tester and l-8. 3 for acldicts tested by a non-addict" specific

examiners within each tester identity condition similarly did not appear

to affect f,s¡ 1\[c-SDS scores. Besults of the hierarchical analysis of

variance (ANOVA) for MC-SDS scores are presented in TabLe Z.

Table 2

Analysis of Variance of MC-SDS Scores
by Addict versus l.Ion-Acldict ldentity of Testers

and Specific Bxaminers

Source df MS F

Addict,/non-addict
identity of tester (A)

Specific examiner
(B ivithin A)

Error

.L

5

23

"04

1 .00

"99

28.T2

28.23
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Results of the hierzrchical ANOVA for the number of
words !Ft provided in response to TAT cards aïe presented in

Table 3. subjects in the actdict tester conclition responded with an

average of 51.7 words per carcl whíle ss ir"r. the non-addict tester
sonditÍon averaged 62" L çe¡¿s per TAT card. The ANOVA

indicatedr however, that both the addict or non-addict identity of
the tester and specific examiners within each of these conditions

did not result in significantly different verbal productivity betr,veen

the grotps of addicts tested by different test adrninistrators 
"

Tabie B

Anarysis of variance of Average Number of words per TAT card
by Addict versus Non-Adclict Iclentity of Testers

arrl Specific Examiners

Source df MS F

Addict/non-addict
identity of tester (A)

Specific examiner
(B within A)

Error 22

31296.48

1, 109.40

472.73

2,96

2.38

Average time per TAT card did not. differ significanily

between ss who were administered the TAT by an addict tester, as

compared to ss lvho were presented with TAT cards by a non-adclict

tester (see Table 4). Strbjects ri-ith. addict. testers a,¡:tf irged 5B.B

seconcls of response time per TAT carcls, while Lr in the non-adclict

tester condition took 72.1 seconds on the average to respond to each

TAT card, Specific examiners, regardless of their adciict or non- addict
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identitp also did not significantly influence average response time

per TAT carcl. Results of the hierarchical ANOVA of response

time per TAT card are shown in Table 4.

Table 4,

Analysis of Variance of Aver:age Time per TAT Card
by AdctÍct versus Non-Addict Identity of Testers

anci Specific Examiners

fi
IMùdfSource

Adclict/non-acldict
identity of tester (A)

Specific examiner
(B within A)

Error

5

22

4,463.53

L, 892.1,L

1'A43.43

2.36

1. 81

The Openness l¡rden provided further res ';lts contrary to

the experimental hy¡potheses, since significant differences on the

Openness Index \Mere not found between addicts testecl by an addiet

as oppo-ced to adclicts tested by a non-addict tester. The results

of the hierarchical ANOVA for the Openness Index are presented

in Table 5. The mean value of the Openness Index for addict Ss

tested by an addict was 2.49 on a scale of t'ltr to rrsrl where 1'5't

indicates maximum opennessr and the mean value of the Openness

Index for$ tested by a non-actdict was 2.46. Different testers

also did not receive TAT responses differing in the degree of

openness as measurecl by the Openness Inde.n,
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance of Openness of TAT Responses
by Addict versus Non-Acldict Iclentity of Testers

and Specific Examiners

Source df vs. E

Addict,/non-adclict
identity of tester (A) 1- 0.28 .7 4

SpecÍfic examiner
(B within A) 5 0.38 1-" Bg

Error 22 0.20

Hierarchical analysis of variance of the Transcendence Index

again indicated, similarly to other TAT measures and to MC-SDS

scorese that addicts tested by addict examiners dicl not differ from

addicts tested by non-addicttesters (see Table 6)" The mean on the Trans-

cendence Ï¡rdex obtained bV EF tested by addicts was 6..5i, while the

mean for S s tested by non-addicts lvas 6.20. Hor,vever¡ in contrast

to other TAT measures, specific examiners, regardless of their

actdict or non-ddict identity did obtain TAT stories cliffering

significantly on the Transcendence Index, as shovm in Table 6'

Inclividual Crì.fferences between testers, then, significantly iufluenced

the amount of verbal material given bV !F in response to TAT cards

that extended beyond mere objective description of the cards.
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Table 6

Analysis of Variance of Transcenclence of TAT Responses
by Addict versus Non-Adclict Ïdentity of Testers

and Specific Examiners

Source

Addict/non-addict
identity of tester (A) L

df

Specific examiner
(B within A)

Error 22

10 "90 .50

2L.68 3.01*

7 .20

,Ì. p ( .05

In summary, then, the 1.wo major hypotheses of thi,s stucly

\,vere not supportecl by the results of the experiment" The addict

or non-addict identity of the tester did not influence the openness

of lFtresponses to the TAT, nor did the testerst subcultural

identity influence scores received by Ss on'the MC-SDS. The

single effect evident with regarcl to the "openness't variable is

that individual differences between examiners influenced the

degree of tttranscendeneeftof üFt TAT responses, as indicated by

differences in the Transcendence Inde,x of Ss tested by different

examiners. A summary of results concerning the tlvo major

hylpotheses is presented in Table 7.
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Table 7

Summary of AnaLyses of Variance of MC-SDS and TAT Measures
by Addict versus Non-Addict Identity of Testers

and Specific Examiners

g

MC-SL\S Average Average
words time

Open- Transcen-
ness dence

Addict/non-addict
identity of tester (A) "04

Specific examiners
@ within A) l- "00

2.96

2.38

2.36

1 .81

n/tô ¡?

1. 89

.50

3 .01,k

Note:- For Fva.Lues obtained from Marlolve-Crowne Social
Desirability Scale scores' dÍ=!/32; for all other F values, dFL/37.

* p (.05

MC-SDS Findings (Ilypothesis 3)

The hypothesis of differential openness of respondents

obtaiiring high scores on the MC-SDS as compared to addicts obtaining

low scores on the MC-rSDS, tested by t-test for Índependent samples

between Ss scoring at or ¿bove the meclian score of 1l- (out of a

possible score of 33) and Ss scoring belorv the median, 'was not

sr.pported for any of the measures of openness of responses to the

TAT. When ortreme high and low scorers on the MC-SDS were

comparecl, sirnilarly by t-test for independent samples' again' no

clifferences v/ere fotind between these two groups on any TAT clepen:

dent measures. Restúts of the comparisons in TAT responses

betlveen high ancl low scorers on the IVIC-SDS are presented í.n Tab1e B.
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Table 8

t-Tests of TAT Response Measures of High and Low MC-SDS Scorers

L
L

Comparison
grotlps

gL Average Average Open- Tra.nscen-
words time ness dence

Ss scoring above
and Ss scoring
beloÇ meclian 

a z't .98 .98 ^t4 .72

Extreme high-
scoring [s and
extr"eme loy-
scoring ss - t4 L.40 1.39 .05 .48

o M"di"n score on the MC-SDS'ivas 11. The 15 S-s scoring i-i- or
above were considered high scouers.

b- o1= B, and nZ= B"

MC-SDS Score Comparisons withFrevious Research

Comparison of MC-SDS scores obtained by the addict sample of

the present study with available norms for the MC-SDS (Crowne and

Marlorve, L964, pp" 2t1*2LZ)by t-tests for independent samples

indicated no differences behveen the MC-SDS scores of the addict

sample and a sample of neurotic and psychotic psychiatric patients'

but did reveal a significant difference between the addicts and a

sample of male institutionalized.California prisoners. The norms of

the California prisoner sample \Mere used for comparison rvith the

addict sample of this str,rdy due to t}l.e f.act ttrat all o:her MC-SDS norn'ì.s

for prisoners rvere available foi: females onlyu while the present

Sample was predominantly male, A prisoner group r,vas selected
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as one comparison group of interest since addicts are frequently

compared with criminals (e.g. HiII, Haettzen, S¡ Davis, 1962) and

often have served prison terms for criminal offences related to

their drug use. The MC-SDS scores obt¿ined in the present study

also differed significantly f qom the scores of the most comparable

available sample of non-deviant individuals, University of

Washington undergraduate students. The Universil"y of Washington

sample was used for comparison since, of all other non-deviant

sample norms available, this sample was considered closest in age,

sex distribution, and conditions of test administration (specifically,

the types of instructions used) to the present addict sample.

Comparison of the MC-SDS results for the Q¡6¡¡¿ns and

Marlowe (1964) samples with each other by means of t-tests for

independent samples indicated that the California prisonerst scores

(mean=L6.7) differed significantly from the sample of undergraduate

college students (t=2.75, p (.Ot¡, and from the psychiatric out-

patient sample (L=2.72, p<.01). The psychiatric clinic outpatientst

scores (mean=12 .2) did not differ significantly f rom the scores of

the undergraduate college sûrdents (mean=l4. 4).

The significant difference behveen the California prisoner

sample and the psychiatric ouþatient sample, and the significant

difference in MC-SDS scores between the present addict sample and

the California prisoners suggests, then, that addicts maybe more

similar to psychiatric patients than to instiùrtionalized prisoners on

the characteristic measured by the MC-SDS.

The mean score of the addicts in this study wàs lower in

comparison to the data available on the California prisoner sample

and the University of Washington sample, suggesting that addicts

may have a lower need for social approval than do either of

these comparison samples. A t¿ble of comparisons between
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MC-ISDS scores of the present sample and the scores of the Crorvne

ancl Marlor,ve (1-964) samples with which comlrarisons rvere made

is contained in Table 9.

Table I
t-Tests of Differences Between the MC-SDS Scores of Addict Sample

and Selected Crorvne ancl ir,,Iarlolve (1964) Sample Scores

Comparison group N l\{ean SD t

Present (addict) sample 30 11. 1 5 "2

California prisoners B0 L6.7 6. 0 4.5LtÉ

Psychiatric ouipatients '1j.0' LZ "2 6 " 4 "46

University of Washington
undergraduate students L1-0 L4.4 5.6 10.79x

x p 1,001

Inte rco rTelations B etwe en Dep endeqt I\4 eaq trres

Since the relationships between some of the selected measuTes

of TAT openness were not known from previous research, simple

correlations and partial correlations between all five dependent

measures were also computed.4 Average number of words per carcl

on the TAT correlaí;ed significantly rvith ¿veïage time per TAT eard

(r=.72, p<.001-), with the Ûpenness Inclex (r=.'68' p <,'001) alrdr'vith

the Transcendence lnclex (t--.74, p <.001). Average TAT response time

L̂  The author rvould lilce to thank Philip Abrami for a.dvice on

computer execution of a prograin for these calculations and for

actapting a computer program to earry them out.
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correlated significantly (p <.00L) with the Openness Index (r=.60).

Also, the Openness Index correlated significantly (p <.001) \,vith

the Transcendence Index (r=.75)" The correlations betr,veen all
dqendent variables are indicated in Table 10.

Table 10

Correlations Behveen Denendent Meas ures

r

MC-SDS Average
words

Average Open- Transcen-
time ness d-ence

MC-'SDS

Average rvords

Average time

Openness

Transcenclence

I .00 qfl
.41

1"00

.28

.72x

1.00

,01

.68*

.60*

1" 00

"02

..74*

.+î

"75*
1" 00

Note:- N= 30.
x p (.001

Since computatiort of correlations betv/een several measures

obtainecl in a single Ínvestigation can spuriously infl.ate the obtained

correlations between any two measures through the influence of

additional variables rvhich may be related to each (IIays, 1968),

partial correlâtions betrveen pairs of the dependent measures, whÍch

aQjust for the effects of the additional variables studied, were also

comptrted. A significantpartiaT correlation was obtained in this

shrdy between the Openness Inclex and the Transcendence trdex

(r= .54, o ( ,005), suggesting, as expected, that the two indices

appear to measure ã. commotl dimension in TAT responses which

is not spuriotisly due to correlation with any of the other TAT
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variables studied. The Transcendence Index was also highly

correlated in the partial correlation analysis with the average number

of words given in response to each TAT card (r=.58, p (.002),

indicating that the greater the verbal productivity evident in a TA,T

protocol the more like1y the S 'was to provicle fantasy and other

prrojected material beyondthe objective features of the TAT cards.

A further restiLt of the partial correlation analysis r,!-as a correlation

behveen average nunrber of worcls and average time per TAT card

(r= .55e p (.004), clemonstrating that these hvo formal characteristics

of TAT responses tend to vary together indepeaclently of the effect of

other TAT response characteristics measLlred in this study" All partial

correlations obtained between the depenclent measures are presented

in Table 1i.

Table l-1

Partial Correlations Betiveen Depenclent Measures

{

IVIC-SDS Average
words

Open- Transcen*
ness dence

Average
time

MC-SDS

Average words

Average time

Openness

Transcendence

-"14

.5 B*x>|<

-.32

.54*

1.00

1.00 .26

1" 00

.L3

.55x f
1"00

-.16
.42

"38

1" 00

Note:- N= 30,
tp(.005

xx p <,004
t*x p < .002
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Post-Bxperime4.a.l Qi;e sllonnaire R esults

Analyses of variance of responses to each sepamte quantifiable

item of the post-experimental questionnaire completed by gs ily

su.bcultLrral identity of test administrators indicated no differential

responcling of [s to different test administrators or to clifferent

subctúttrraL identitíes of test admínistrators, as shov¡n in T:il¡Ie 12,

except for two items, In reply to the item: "How much new and

useft¡l information about yourself do you expect to find out f::om

having taken these tests?, " addicts with non*addict testers indicated

they expected more information ( mean=2.08s on a scale from r'0tf

to lr6rr where 'r6tt represents the maximum information expected)

than clid Ss with addict testers ( mean= 1. 82) " In reply to the

question: "How much did you try to tfake itr because you felt the

tests would shorv too much about you?r " Ss rvho ha-d been given the

tests by different examiners responded significantly differently,

regardless of the examinerrs addict or non-¿iddict identity. Addicts'

therefore, seemed to perceive 'uhemselves as more inclined to be

open in providing information about themselves with some examiners

than 'lvith others, although the value of the mean rating ( .95r on a

scale of trOrr to tt6t', where 1t0" referrecl to not faking at all) in

response to this item does not indicate ttrat "faking" occurred to any

great exbent"
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Table 12

Summary of Analyses of Variance of Subjectsl

Post-Experimental Questionnaire ltems

by Addict versus Non-Addict Identity of Testers

and Specific Examiners

F

Source Like- Open- "Fak- Inter- Differ- Infor- I\ilore
dislihe ness ing" est ent E mation tests

Acldict,/non-
addict
identity of
tester'(A) ,62 .80 "05 .l-5 1"48 4.35* 2"32

Specific
examiner
(B rvithin
A) .24 .28 3 .OZx* .1_8 .1_9 .25 7.28

* p (.10
xx p (.05
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DISCUSSiON

Openness in.Addictst Relationships rvith Addicts and Non-Acldicts

The absence of any differences in openness of addictsr responses

due to the subcultural identities of the examiners does not support the

prediction of this studyts major h5rpotheses" Although the direction of

the erlrectecl difference was not specifiable from the arrailable theory,

literature on the mutual in-fluences of acldicts s¡¡ sach other, as indi-

cated by similarities in value and in daily life sty1e, suggested rhac

d:îtferences tvould occur behveen addicts interacting with a<ldict as

opposed to non-addict examiners. The trvo opposing hypotheses

predicting a difference were: that addicts prefer to be more open with

other addicts because the5r si1¿¡s values ancl life stSrlgsi or that addicts

might be more a'ble to be open rvith someone r'vho is a stranger

trninvolved in the addictts day-to-day problerns. Neither of these is

compatible with the results obtained.

The unerpectedness of these restllts in the face of considerallle

theoretical support for the occurrence of differences between acldict-

addict and addict-nonaddict interactions suggests that possible

alternative explanations of them shouid be carefully considered.

One consideration which applies to most behavioral science researeh

is the degree of representativeness of the subject sample. Whether

heroin adclicts in Winnipeg are similar in essential ways to heroin

addicts in other urJ:an area is ¿ question that can be answered only

by assumption rather than by lcrown f.act at the present time. There

are Several possilrle reasons with respect to the characteri stics of

the present sample u'hy the findings olotained in this study do not

correspond r,vith predictioirs from theory on addiction and why the

present findings may not hold for addicts in other urban areas.

The great majority of empirical studies on heroin addicts in the

English la¡guage psychological literature lvere carried out in the
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United States¡ with a small number carried out in Britain¡ and

veryfew in Canada. The addict st¡bculture is reactive to the laws

and law enforcement agencies within each of these countries, as well

as to other social conditions within them, and therefore may be

different in unknown \Mays i*- one country to the next. Results

obúained from Canadian addicts may not apply to 4 merican addicts.

Also¡ since the hypotheses of this study were derived from

American investigators and based on reports from studies of addicts

in American drug rehabilitation institutions or prcgrams, it may be

that some elements of their theories do not apply outside the United

States. A further consideration of the representativenesg or lack

of it¡ of Winnipeg heroin addicts is that Winnineg has an" extremely

small addict population compared to that of rriany North American

urban areas. It may be that the addict subculürre of a small addict

population produces different values or patterns of behavior among

its members than occur in a city where heroin addicts number in

the hundreds or thousands. For example¡ if Winnipeg addicts are

almost all well-known to each other, then a Winnipeg addictts

reaction to another addict from Winnipeg might be based on prior

infonrration about him and possibly on shared personal experiences,

rather than simply on the fact of their joint membershþ in the drug

subctüture. In fact, most of the addicts in this study (N=33) were

either personally acquainted with or had heard of the addicts who

serr¡ed as experimenters for the study.

The fact that addict subjects \Mere in many cases acqriainted

wÍth the addict ocperimenters v¡hile the ncu-addict ocperimeniers

v¡ere strangers to them would have further supported the prediction

of differences in subjectsr responses to the two groups of

experimenters. The lack of difference, therefore, suggests
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all the more strongly that some variables not differentially assessed

for the two groups in-fluenced addicts to respond in sÍmilar rvays to

both addict and non-addict testers. These may have included such

variables as the expectation of all Ss that they would receive feedback,

the preparation of Ss for research participation, or the stimulus value

of the TAT cards.

Interpretation of the resirlts of the present stud5r is also depen-

dent on the degree to rvhich the psychoiogical testing sitr"ration of the

experiment can be presumed sfunitrar to the da.y-tcrday interactions of

addicts. Barnard (i968), Masiing (1960), and B.osenthaL (i963), among'

others, have stressed the complexity of the interaction befiveen the

respondent and the administrator of a psychologÍca1 test, when the tests

are administered in a one-to-otle interaction. The Thematic Apper-

ception Test is particularly sensitive to qualities of the administrator,

the situation, and the interaction rvith the respondent (Zuìrin, Eron, &

Schumer, 1965). The TAT r,vas selected as the eontext for this

ex¡leriment main!.y because of its sensiiivity to responclent-tester

interactions. This quality, however, also creates a difficuity in

specifying what influences other than those hypothesized produced this

studyts results.

Some of the influential variables in the experitnental setting \Mere

evident from the measures used. The Transcendence Index, for example,

indicated that clifferences in $s, such as their personalities or subtle

differences in their manner of conducting the interaction, procluced

differences in the amount of the respondentsr contributions beyond mere

description of TAT cards" The post-experimental cluestionnaire adminis-

tered to Ss showed also that Ss e4pected to obtain more information

about themselves from their test performance if they had interacted

rvith non-addict than with aclclict experimenters. They may have

had the idea that non-addict testers rvould have somewhat more

lcrowledge about the interpretation of the tests, or they may have
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thought the non-acldict testers would transmit the results of their
tests more completely to the "psychologist't who rvas to provide the

test feedback.

The first of these known influences on the results obtained,

the specific o<aminer rvith whom Sst interactecl, r,vould seem

generalizable from the TAT situation to more naturally-occurring
sitriations: acìdicts rvorúcl be exlrectecl to react clifferently to the

different inclividuals they meet in daily life" The amount of

personaJ. information aboui themselves anticioated by adcticts from
their experimental participationr on the d;lier hancl, is less 1ike1y i;o be

a:n influential variable in many of the addictsrusual interactions.

Other possible similarities and clissimilarities between the

experimentai. interaction in this shrdy ard addÍctsr real life inter-
personal interactions are less obvious to specify¡ since they rvere

not inclucled as i¡arial:les in the present investigation. previotrs

research is not helpful in srpplying information on the conlrara-
bility of these hvo situationso since the TAT testing siúuation iras

not been compared experimentally with more usual interrrersonal

interactions. Future research might usefully explore the degree

to which the psychological testing situation compares with other

interpe rsonal interact ions.

Another possible ø<planation for the lack of dífferences in

openness of responses given to addict and non-addict test adminis-

trafors is the knowledge of Ss prior to their experimental

participation that feedback from their tests would be provided by

the principal investigator rather than by the experimenters. subjects

may h.rve ascribed to them only the function of transmitting the

results to the person who wotúd "analyzet' them" This conclwion

on the part of [s ma¡r have attenuated the imrract of the test
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administrators as individuals that would provide iirem lvith an

intimate knowledge of the Sts psychologicd. functioning. Any

inclination on the sts aart to react differently to adclict as opposed

to non-addict experimenfers may, therefore, have been reduced

by the srs knorvledge that feeclback would be provided by someone

other than the experimenters.

Trvo further assumptions made by this stucly are also
possible limÍtations on the confidence with which its results may be

interoreted. The first concerns the srtent to which the TAT situation

is appropriate for the measurement of troÐenness, t and the second

concerns the degree to which "openness" may be considered an

indicator of valued or oreferred relationships rnore than of 1ess

valued relationships, The aooearance of o'penness, â,s o'oposecl to
genuine desire to communicate, can be created in response to
projective tests by an sts providing a great cleal of material¡ using

nany rvorcls with emotional connotations, or introducing oersonal

information very directiy into resoonses to the test stimuli (Hamsher

& Farina L967) The oossil¡ilitJ¡ of this occurrence is especially

acute in the oresent study, since addicts have been knorvn to oresent
the aoÌrearance rather than the actuality of ooenness in nsycho-

therany interactions (Levine & stephens, 1-g?1). Aclditional reseaeh

is needed to oermit accurate differentiation between these tlvo

nossibiiities in future research on ooenness.

The second r:ossible limit¡tion of this study rvith regard to
the ttopenness?r variable is that the interoretation of oÐenness as

an inCicator of oreference for a relationshio is an ¿ssumption rather
than an established fact" Particularly lmong addicts, since their
relating behavior is consicierecl different in a number of ways from
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the interpersonal behavior of non-deviant oopulations, it may be

inaccurate to use openness as an index of preferred or desired

interaction" Clarification of this relationshin also seems to

depend on future study, perhaps by research establishing under

what conditions or for what grouos óf individuals ooenness may noib

be a cìesired charaeteristic of interactions, even in interactions

rvirich an indiviclual enters into by choiee and ani:ears to rvant to

continue, It is possible in this study, for examnle, that acldictst

ctiriosity in interacting rvith Ínclivicluals oresented as asorentice

psychologists counteracted an existing þreference for: revealing

personal information only to their peers, to produce the results

obtained.

Clarification of the issues raised by the nresent stuclJr¡

inch-r.:ìig the oossible linritations discussed above, is necessarS'

future research, since adclictsr relationships with others are à

major theoretical and oraetical concern. As discussed earlier,

for examnle, the low success rate of rehabilitation programs is

most often attributed to the powerful attraction of oeer grouo

members, even for addicts who have successfully "graduated't

from such nrograms (Levine & Stephens¡ 1971; Paschke¡ 1970;

Bettig & Pasamanick, 1964; Stephens & Levine¡ L97I: Volkinan

& Cressey, 1963)" The oreference of addicts for addict company

is a foundation for Paschke's Learning Theory - Peer Group

model of the liie cycle of addicts (Paschke, 1970), in which

initial addiction ancl later re-addictions are viewed as reactions

to behar¡ior"a1 models provided by peer group menrbers and to the

reinforcing consequences of oeer anoroval for engaging in similar

behaviors. Further anplicaiion of learning theory ',.o addiction
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has predicted that addict peers become secondary positive

reinforcers for an addict l:y their association with the positive

consequences (for addicts) of taking a drug (Cahoon & Crosby, 7972),

and that, therefore, interaction lvith addict peers requires more

reinforcement value for addicts than does interaction with non-

addicts. The questions lvith lvhich the present investigation has

been concernecl have implÍcations for a1l of these theories and

therefore further research using methodological refine'nents shown

to be necessary by this study is strongly recommencled.

Concsptualization of rrOpennes srl

The fÍnding of significant differences betlveen test adminis-

trators in the transcenclence scores obtained from their respondents,

while ttopennessrr as measured by the llamsher and Farina (1967)

scale is not differentially affected, presents probiems for the

interpretation of the eoncept of openness employed ín the present

investigation. The rationale for the choice of the Transcendence

hdex as an additional clependent measure rvas the assumption that

respondents who reveal more of themselves in terms of fantasies

and other projections of their own personalities onto the stimulus

materials of the TAT cards maú/ also be considered more open or

less defensive. The concept of ttopenness't defined by Hamsher

and Farina as lack of defensiveness is relevant to the theoretical

definition on which the present investigation is based, and there

is no reason to ex-pect that the rating scale developed by Hamsher

and Farina is anything other ttrana measure of rropenness. r'

Horvever, the Transcendence Index was also included in this study

for a number of reasons. The first of these is its concephral

relevance to the investigation of open interpersonal communication
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in the projective testing situation. Secondly, the Hamsher and

Farina Openness Index has not been extended in its research

applications or in its theoretical basis since its initial use by

these investigators, and the Transcendence Index seemed away

to add to the understanding o:l the Openness Index and its meaning

for the hypotheses of ihe present study. Third1y, the greater

reliability of the 'Iranscenclence lrrclex \,r'as considerecl an advantage

over the Openness Index, if the usefulness of the Transcendence

Tndex as a measure of rropeÊness" could be demonstrated"

The present investigation has borne out the assumption

that the Transcendence Index contributes uniquely to an operational

definition of openness. The reasonableness of tle assttmption that

inclusion of material beyond mere objective description of a TAT

card correlates highly rvith operuress was supported by the significant

correlation of " 75 obtained betrveen the Transcendence lldex and

the ûpenness Indexbased on the Hamsher and Farina ûtrlenness

Rating Scale. However, the f1v6 ¡¡lsasures \\,ere derived differently

by their originators, and the present str-idy represents only an initial

investigation of their relationship. The fact that their conceptual

similarity is supported by the high statistical correlation between

them indicates that future research on either of these measures should

consider the theoretical and conceptual similarities and differences

behveen them further, since each may contribute to refinement of the

other or to the simplification of both as measures of some common

element or elements. Further research is also desirable since

replication of this t transcendenc e t'- rbpennes s t I correlation would

increase conficience that the present findings are not a function of

some third variabie peculiar to this investigation alone.
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There are fer,v clues from the present investigation to
suggest why the Transcendence Index i,vas signif icantly relatecl to

verbal productivity on the TAT but not to average response time,
rvhile the openness Index was significantly relatecl to res¡ronse

ti¡ne but not to ve'¡:ba1 productivity. It may be flrat verbal fluency
g::eatly increased the ease with i,vhich a person can provicle

elaborate TAT stories that e#¿encl be5r6n¿ objective featr,rres of the

TAT cards, while verbal fluency is not as necessary for a person

to Ín'i,roduce personal information into a TAT story. This r,vouLd

take into account the obtained paitern of rerationships, sí.nce it
seems plausible that an individual might need no.ore time to
decide on the desirability of 

'responding 
in a revealingly personal

way" Further research seems necessary, ho\,\'g1"s*, to cletermine

the accuracy of this interpretation of the transcendence-re;lpoji.se

length, and openness-response time correlations.

The fact that one of the TAT dependent measures, but not

the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale score, was

influenced significantly by the test administrators is evidence

congruent with the body of experimental ancl theoretical literafure
in psychologicai assessrï.ent, 'uvhich inclicates that p.cojective tests
are more susceptible than objective tests to conditions in the

testing situation. (Anastasi, 1968, p. S11). The situational

variables to which the addicts were sensitive in the testing situation

of this study appeared to be the personalities of experimenters or
minor differences in the manner r,vith rvhich they í.nteracted with Qs.
ln clinical assessment it is like1y, then, that acldictsr responses

to projective tests rvould be more reactive to the situation than

tions for the use of Projective and objective Tests with Addicts
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are their responses on objective tests, if the respondents in the

present investigation may be considered as representative of acldicts.

Projective techniques appear to provide more in-forrnation Ín terms

of behaviora.I data in response to situational conditions. On the

other hand, responses to such objective tests as the Marlowe-Crowne

Social Desirabiiity Scale might be more useful lvllen, as seems to

occur frequently in the lives of acldicts, there are additional

situational stressors at the time of testing, and the assessor rvishes

to minimize their influence to obtain less sitr-ratiorr. specific infor-

mation on the respondentis furctioning. These considerations shouid

be taken into account in researcherst decisions when psychological

tests are to be adrninistered to acldicts, r,vith the choice of instrument

type depending on the research questions ancl the conditions uncler

which testing will occur.

From the fact that addict or non-addict identity of the

test administrators did not seem to affect addicisr test responses,

it would seem that 'bonning'I behavior did not occur differentially

betlveen ex¡lerimental conditions. The amount of rbonningrtwould

be extrlected to differ according to whether the'tesi ed-,nili¿strator

was another addict or a non-addict stranger presented as an

apprentice psychologist" However, the non-addict testers were

not professional psychologists, a fact r,vhich was made clear to the

test respondents, In lcl,lii;ion, it is not lmown to rvhat extent the

younger age of the testers in the present shrdy, as compared to

professional psychologists, might have affects respondentsl

tendencies toward conning behavior. Additional research

comparing acldictsr responses to rtapprenticetras compared to

professional psychologists is ne:essary, therefore, before it
can be concluded that addicts are unlikely to attempt 'boruringil
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behavior in response to psychological tests. Research using

professional personnel as test administrators, and comparing

addictsr responses to the professionals with addictst responses to

testers for whom addicts would be e><pected to react differently,

would also be required to determine more conclusively than does

this study whether previous personality research øn addicts has

been done with addictsr gennine co-operatÍon or whether "conningt

is a more probable response of addicts to psychological tests given

Ín research situations.

In addition to the fact of unlcrown comparability of addictst

reactions f6 trapprentice" psychologists rather than to professional

psychologists presumably used Ín most research sûrdies .on

addiction, the results of the present study are difficult to generalize

to past personality research with. addicts using psychoiogical te,sts

for another reason. trn the present study, Ss all exlpected to

receive feedback and were probably more motivated to participate

in the testing as a result. Although previous studiesl. administering

psychological tests to addicts do not mention whether their Ss

received feedback, it is highly trnlikeiy that they did, due to the

numbers of Ss most of these past studie:: have involved. The

feedback e4pectation may be an extremely influential variable

for addictsr behavior in psychological testing situations. To the

degree that its influence is unkr.o-wn, the results of the present

sürdy are limited in their geîeîalizability to other psychologicai

testing contexts in r,vhich addicts have been sûrdied. Research

investigating the effects of feedback expectations would provide

information useful to future addiction researchers, who may wish

to consider the advantages of motivated participation by their Ss

against the disadvantages of providing time consuming feedback
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to them.

Implications for Use of the. TAT

The finding of lack of differences in responses to the TAT

behveen respondents tested by addict as comparecl to non-addict

examiners has some implications for TAT research an:l clinical

use other than rviih adclicts. The present results do nct entirel-,v

coincide with research Índicating the critical influence of the

examinerrs characteristics ancl behavior in the context of

psychological testing (e.g. Barnard, 1968; lVlas1ing, i.960;

Rosenthal, 1963), since the addict and non-addict Ídentity of the

testers didnot influence Sst responses. A number of interpre-

tations of this discrepancy are possible, in addition to those dis-

cussed earlier in connectÍon with addiction research. It may be,

for instance, t]r,at the psychological testing si'cuation is not useful as

a context for investigating openness. Perhaps all respondents in

such situations, regardless of characteristics of the testez'"

e4perience anxiety from being evaluated and therefore all react with

a similar tendency not to be open. Alternatively, the results obtained

in this study may be attributable to some relatÍ.vely uniform psycho-

I ogical set about the tests held b5' gs. For exampl"e, Ss may have been

enthur;iastic about the possibility of receiving feeclback from their
test results, and the enthu';iasm or curiosity may have been po'werful

enough'to outlveigh the effects of differences betrveen the test

actministrators. subjectst general attitude to psy,:hological testing

may have had a sirnilar effect. Any of these possibilities may have

accounted for the lack of e><a.miner differences and thus might have

provided less of a contradiction to the previously mentioned research

studies on the sensitivity of test respondents to examiner inJluences"
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Post- experimental interviervs rvith individual Ss carefully prob ing

their attitudes toward psychological tests or toward this e4periment

lvould have helped to cletermine rvhich of these possibilities

affected their test behaviors.

A further alternative ex¡llanation for the present findings

may be that openaess or lack of defensiveness is less subject to

e>ca.miner influences tharr are rni,rJ.y other characterisiics of

responses to projective ancl objective psychological tests. An

exten.sion of this inteqpretation is the possibility that openness as

a clescription of verbal behavior is more appropriately categorized

as a tttraitt'or personality variable, rather thrLn a 'rstaterrvariable

whose presence is determined by characteristics of the situation

(lVlischel. 1968). The lack of exarniner :'.nfluences on many of the

dependent varial:les in thÍ.s investigation requires consid-eration

of this possibility t:,:atrlopennessrt as measured by the Openness

Iadex, verbal productivity, and response time on the TAT is

unresponsive to the situational influences of this exlreriment.

Additional research rvould be necessary to proble this possibilit.y

before the current finilings can be safely applied to psychological

testing situations in general, or even to other characteristics of

addictst responses to psychological tests.

Although most of the depenclent measures used in this study were

not different for different ex¡lerimenters, it must be noted that the Trans-

cendence l¡rclex did indicate significant differences betr,veen Ss tested by

different examiners. Differences between experimenters other than

their addict or non-addict identity, such as tb.eir personalities or small

variations in their manner of conducting the interaction may have

produced these results, or the results may be due to characteristics

of this particular subject sample. The Transcendence hrdex
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may simoly be more reactive to such subtle internersonal

variables as experimentersr differing exoectancies. Soecifying

rvhich charactæristics of fire interactions affected the Transcendence

Index differently than the other measures used rvoulcl require

research focusing on finer a"spects of the interactions than did the

present study. Perhaps only by detailed analysis of behaviors

in the testing Ínteractioq, such as amou¡rt of e5'6 contact beti,veen

E anc1 S as revealed by videotaoe recorclingse or analysis of

voice characteristics of Efrom ûape recordings, lvould ans\,ver

the question of what Ðbehaviors nroducecl differences in trans-
cendence scores while not affecting the Ooenness Index, verbal

oroductivÍty or response time 
"

Implicatiqns of I\4C -,SDS {Í"ndingå
Addictst scores on the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability

Scale v/ere not indicative of high need for social aÞûrovaf as

defined by Crowne and Marlowe Q964). This finding is only

i¡¡¡nliecl by the present data, howêv€r¡ since the resultsfrom

this addict samnle were not compared with samoles of the same

age, socio-economic and educational statusr or geogranhic

location" In acldition, the norms for MC*SD'S scores \A/ere obtained

from groun administration of the test, whiie the rrresent study

admiuistered the MC-SDS to [s inclividually. The reliabiliQy and

validity of the Marlowe-Crowne norms for individuals differing

in these resoects is not known. The comnarisons with the

normative data for prisoners and college urndergraduate students

suggest that addÍcts may be lorrc r in need for social anproval than

these grouos. The finding of nosignificant difference in MC-SD.S
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scores between the oresent sample and a nsychiatric outoatient

sample' and the significant difference in I\,IC-SDS scores between

the Crorvne and I\{arlowe (L964) crirninal samn1e ancl the osychiatric

patient samole, raises the possibúity thú, addicts may be more

similar in need for social aÐproval to osychiatric outpatients"

at least on this variable, than to criminals lvith whom. they have

more usually been comnarecl" Further research wilL be necessary

to surbstantiate these possibilit ies sincer as mentioned above, the

available Crowne and Marlorve norms may not be annroi¡riate for

comoarisons with the nresent sanrule. I\{C-SDS scores of non-

addicts matched in age, sex, education¡ econornic st¿rtus, and

geographic location with ¿ddict subjects¡ ând administered the

MC-SDS under the same conditionsn worüd orovide a rnore

eonclusive comn,,.rison for addictsÌ i\,tc-SDS scores.

The question ¿rskecl in this investigation concei:ning addictsr

need for social aþÞroval merits the additional research sr-rggestecl

above. The numerous theories of addiction reviewecl earlier

(e,g" Paschke, 19?0; Wikler, 19?1-b) strongly indicate that

addicts' relationshiPs with others, ancl particularly with theír

addict peer:s' may be instrumental in mainbining addiction. A

logical beginning to investigating this social influence hyrothesis

of addiction maintenance is to discover horv addicts may difïer

from other indivicluals in their socia"L behavior, or in their orien-

tation toward relationshios with others. The oresent study of

addictst need for social aþproval was carr,ied out as a beginning

to investigation of social orientation among addicts¡ and the need

for ao'oroval variable rvas selected for study because its theoretÍcal

rationale.provided some nossible orÞlanations for the infl.uence

of adciict neer grouÐs on their members. Addicts0 interoersonal
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relationshi's and their social behavior have not been investigatecl
to any great extent. The resurting rack of empirical ínformation
and the h5rootheses of recent theorists on the imnort¿nce of social
factors botr suggest that further research in this areà mày
Provide added insight into the nroblems of addiction.

Altho'gh crowne and Marlowe (1964) oresent the MC-SDS
as a measure of need for social approval, it r,vas originally
intended to rneasure sociar desirability resoonse tendency
cMarlolve & crolvne, 1960). Marrowe and crowne have used the
two terms alrnost synononrousl¡r, as demonstrated by their
definition of social desirabirity as 'ra neecr for sociar appro\¡a]
and acceptance and the belief that tbis can be attaÍned by means of
culturally acceptable and anoropriate behaviors (crorvne &
Marlowe, 1964, p. j.Og),il Horve\rêT, à number of inves,uigators
have preferred to interor:et Mc-sDS scores as measures of social
desi'ability in r:reference to neecr for sociar anpro\raf, since there
has been some snecuration not yet fulry anslverecr tirat these two
concepts are not interchangeabLe as prechcûors of behavior
(Goldfried' tg64). These differences in interoreting the meaning
of Mc-sDs scores sho'ld be considerecr in future research on this
variable with addicts, since these hvo conceohnrizations of the
MC-'SDS Drovide some contradictory nredietions for the behavior
of addicts. Raters of TAT resoonses of drug abusers in a stuclyby
Helwig Q-g,z) judged the drug abusers resoonses to falr.significanily
more ofûen than tirose of a control groun of nsychiatric patients
Ínto rating catego r ies renre sen iing s oc ial.Iy unde sirab.;L e behav ior.
Schoolar, lVhite, and Cohen Q,gTZt concluclecl¡ oh the basis of
addicts? MMPI responses on an interoersonal eheck 1ist, that
'rfully 90vo of the drug abusers have basic intentions rvrrich could
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be described as socially undesirable (p. 18). " They further
described the acldicts in their sample as having a tendency to
t'engage in behavio r that, is considered unacceÞtable by the

achivement-oriented society ¡n. 12h 'r referring to behaviors in

acldition to drug-related acf.îvit5r. These investigationg which rvould

predict the low MC-sDs scores found for addiets in the present

study' highlight tire necessit5r f6y resolving the naradoxical

oredicfions for I\{C-,SDS scores of addicts resulting from lack

of correspondence betrveen the need for social aoÐyoy¿l and f*re

social desirability internretations of the MC-SDS as they annly

to acldicts .

One oossible e>rclanation for this discrenancy is tbe. f.act

that the socially desirable behaviors referred to in the Mc-sDS

are based on values cons iclered clesirable b5' ¿¡" clominant North
American ctilture" For indivicluals socialized into non-deviant

grouls in North American society socially desirable resTlonses

would also tend to be 'resrronses that elicit social aÞÞroval from
others. The MC-SDS scores of such individuals míght be

interchangeabLe, therefore, as indicators of social desirability

rêsoe¡1ss tendency or of need for social aeÞ¡sv¿1. The behar¡iors

of adclicts that tend to be reinforced by anoroval from addict
peers include iliicit drug' taking¡ which. is certainly considered

so cially undesirable by the doininant North A merican society,

and oossibly a host of other behaviors, values, and attitudes

hinted atby Helwig (L972) and Schoo1ar, White, ancl Cohen (g7Z)"

Further research on neecl for sociar ârÐror¡al of aclclicts woul"cl be

more aoÐroDriately conductedrif objective nsychologicar testing

based on the MC-SDS DrinciÐIe was desired to answer the research

questions' by using iterns referring to behaviors considered
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desirable within an addict subculture. such a scale is presenfly

not available. If it were, the investigation of addictst neecr for
social approval in this study might have been more informative.

The difference between behaviors considered socially

desirabie by addicts and those considered socialiy desirable by

non-deviant North American society perhaps exlrlains the low

MC-SDS scores of the heroin addicts in this sturiy, in comparison

to the high MC-SDS scores of hard clrug users ob,cained by

Scherer, Ettinger, and Mudrick (lgTZ). The hard. clru_gusers in

the scherer qt 4. sample were undergraduate college students

who were not acldicted and were neither predominanfl.y nor

regularly users of heroin. WÍth these characteristics, the

scherer et ari. ss irresumably also subscribecl to the crominant

values of North American society, and therefore, for them, the

MC-SDS may have been an adequate measure of need- for social

approval" As cliscusseci earlier, heroin addicts are less likety to
subscribe to the socÍal value system on which the MC-sDS is based

and therefore, it is not surprising that the results of the present study

were not similar to the results obtained by Scherer d_?I.
A further theoretical issue concerning the MC-SDS which

rvas of interest irr the present investigation wâs the extent to which

Mc-sDS scores wculd prediet defensiveness in responses to the

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). Adcticts with high MC-SDS

scores, as compared to addicts scoring low on the MC-SDS, \,vere

not significantly different in tùe degree of defensiveness they

displayed on the TAT. This finding differs from previous research

in lvhich a positive rela-tionship between;Ì,{C-SDS scores and

TAT clefensiveness rvas found. The present shrcly has used more
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direct measur€s of ooenness than have the Þrevious studies by

Lefcourt (1969), Norman (1963), or Tutko (1963). On this basis,

the lack of relationshio between the MC-SDS scores and TAT

defensiveness in this investigation would suggest that need for

social âDD¡3v¿1 is not necessarily Þredictive'of defensive behavior.

It may be that this reldionshiP does not hold for addicts, and

Possibly other nonulations' while it does hold trué for college

undergraduate or nsychiatric oatients, as indicated by the

Lefcourtr Norman' and Tutko studies. Whether the discreoancy

behveen the findings of this study and those of these 'orevious

investigators is due to differences in subject noorlations or

differences in the measures of defensiveness used is an issue

u/hich can be resolved only by additionai research
'';' :

Effects of Age of Addicts

The effect of age differences between the majority of addict

[s in the study and a small subgrouÞ of Ss of aDoroximately twice

the mean age of the majority, on resoonses to the MC-SDSr is

a furüher finding of the nresent study which has imnlications for

both future research and practical a,oþlications of it in the addict

rehabilitation field. Older addicts apÐear to be almost a different
threed,tt and this seems Darticularly true of their resoonses to

the MC-SDS" It aons¿rs that the older addicts in this study have

more of a tendency to resnond in ways considered more socially

desÍrable by society in general' than do the younger addicts in the

sample. ft may be that the older addicts are more aware of what

is considered by the general society to be more socially desirable,

or it may be that they are s imÞly nor€ reluctant to Dresent

themselves as deviant than are younger addicts.
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Older addicts also responded at greater length and took

more time to respond to TAT cards. If they atiributed a desire

for long responses to the ex¡lerimenters, the verbal productivity

of these older addicts may have been due to a tendency toward

behavior they considered scbially desirable in the testing situation.

A further possibility is that the comparative youthrof the examiners

made more of a difference to these older addict Ss than to the younger

addicts, and that part of the older addictst reaction to the situation

was to provide longer TAT stories. Perhlips they did so with the

thought that the more det¿il they provided, the more of their stories

would be transmitted to the rþsychologistrrproviding feedback, and

the more accurate would thef'eedbackbe as a result.

Prior to this study, subjective observations have teen

reported in the research literature that older addicts have different

success rates during and following participation in rehabilit¿tion

programs (Methadone Maintenance Evaluation Committee, 1968).

The fact that many methadone treatment programs have not

duplicated the remarkable success rates for methadone treatment

obtained by the first established methadone rehabilit¿tion program

(Dole, Nyswander, & Warner, 1968; Methadone Maintenance

Evaluation Committee, 1968) may be due to the older age of many

of the addicts in the successful program. A report of the

Methadone Maintenance Evaluation Committee emphasizes this

characteristic of its addict sample from the program reporting

the high s rrrrcess rates, describing the members of tbe sample

as rVolunteers, who are older than the average street addict and

(thus) may be more highly motivated tA. 2714). rr The greater

verbal productivity and time taken to respond to the TAT of the
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older addicts in the present sample may, similarly, have been

the result of hig'her motivation to participate in the study. The

present results, therefore, support this inclication of some

differences betrveen addicts in different age groups and suggest the

necessity for fuârre research on the nafure, extent, and conseqrlences

for both theory and treatment of addiction of such differences.

S_umTnar.y of Implications &r Future Research on Addiction

The results of the present sfudy have some implications for
theory ancl research on the adcliction problem. Perh,ips the major

one Ís that the reiationship beirveen addicts and otirer addicts is

more complex ancl less predictable than available theories indicate.

Need for sociaL approval as measrtred by the Marlorve*Crowne Social

DesirabilÍty Scale does not appear to be a relevant e4planatory

varÍaJ:Ie for the influence which ,rddict peer group members are

hypothesizedto exert 6n sach other, possibly because the social

values reflected by the MC-SDS may be different from the value

system:, of the addict subculture. A more appropriate evaluation

of addictst need for approval from others using a method based on

the values of the addict suÏrculture is necessary, iherefore, before

need for social approval can. be dis::egarded as a source of peer

influence on addicts which contributes to the maintenance and deve-

lopment of addiction"

In vie'iv of the fact t1nat all suggestions and descriptions

of the reciprocal influence process of addicts are based on

hypolfreses derived from learning theories of reinforcement

(Paschke , 7970; Wikler, 1971b) and supplemented by the theori;stsr

reliance on first-hand but informal observations macie by

professionals involvecl in the treatment of addicts, the quality

of addictst relationships with other addicts'bears considerable
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further exÐerimental investigation, orior to further theorizing.
The aPþarent absence of such a reciorocal influence þrocess

eviclent Ín the Dresent sturdy su-ggests that further research is
necessary to cletermine horv addicts influence each other, other
than by serving as sources of clrug information and sunÞly.

A'þronriate consideration shourd be giveno howevere to
the fact that the experimental þaractigm of the Þresent ínvestigation
has not been used previously with addictsr_ nor are there other
available data for como,rrison of acldici;sr Ûerformance on the

MC-sDs. Reolications and er<tensions of the cnrrent finclings

aree therefore, recommended before the restúts of this stucly may

be interPreted with greater confidence

The exÞerience of the author in the nresent investígation

is encour¿rging, hoivever, as suDr]ort for the use of mettraclone

treahnent nrograms, which are cunrently fairly wid.esnreadu as

a usefu^ï. setting for research on adcliction.. The m.ajor aclvantage

of accessibilit¡' to addict ûooulations is suþolementecl by the non_

residential nature of such Drogi:ams, in which_former adclicts ca.n

be included as research ss during those time neriods in which
they are living in their moïe usnal suruoundings. since acldicts

who eventtrally become oarticiDants in methadone orograms may

differ in unknown ways from the generar population of heroin
addicts, the generalization of research results from methadone

Þrrogram ParticiÐants to heroin addicts requires some ca.t-tiono

horvever. The oresqrt samole may be considered somewhat exempt

from this consideration¡ exceÞt for Dossibre effects of time
samDling in the lives of the ¿ldclicts studiedr since the urban area

served by the methadone Drogram comDrÍsing the setting for this
investigation is sufficiently smali in terms of the total addict
pootrlation for Drograrn staff to estimate that at sorne time nearlv
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all addicts in the city have participated in the program.

Many recent recommendations for the treatment of addicts

have praised rehabiiitation programs in wh,ich former addicts are

employed as models for chauge and as assistants Ín the counseling

and rehabilitation process (Senay & Renault, 19711' Volkman &

Cressey, L963; Whitehead, 1973). The results of the present

study suggest that tire idea of former addicts beíng trrore pcr;rerful

change agents for other addicts could profit by further investi-

gation and less unclualified acceptance. The conclusions present

in some of the adeliction literature that addir;ts as a group do not

trust and will not readily provide honest personal information

to non-addict professionals or other non-addict rehabilitation

workers did not appear to be the case in the present stucly. There

have been ferv exlrerimental investigations of either of these

relatively lvell-accepted pieces of information about the treatment

of addicts. The rins';ccessfr-rl attempt of the present study to

provide independent empirical evidence of them strongly suggests

that considerable further research is needecl in this atea to

distinguish betrveen the actualities in the lives of addicts and

unverified but often fairly prevalent hypotheses concerrling both

the addiction process and the treatment of addicts.
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Appenclix I

PERSONAL REACTION INVBNTOR Y

Listed below are a number of statements concerning personai attitudes
and traits. Reacl each item ancl decicle lvhether the statement is true orfalse as it pertains to you personally.

1' Before voting I thorcughly investigate the qrialification.s of ali flre candÍdates.
,: I never hesitate to go out of my way to help sorneone Ín trouble.
3' It is sometimes hard for me to go on r,vith mywork if I am not encogragecl.
4. I have never iniensely clislilçed anyone.

5. on occasion Ihave had croubts about my ability to succeecr ín life-
6. r sometimes feer rese'tt'ul r,vhen I cronrt get my r,vay.

7 . I am ahvays eareful about my manner of clress.

B. NIy table marulers at home are as good as when I eai out in a rest¿urant.
9. rf I could get into a movie rvithout paying and be sure r r,vas not seen,I would probably do it.
1û. On a fei,v occasions, Ihave given up doing somethingbecause I thought

too little of my ability.
11. T like to gossip at times.
12 " There have been tir¡res when I felt iike rebelling against people in author-ity even though I knerv they were right.
L3. No matier u'ho ltm talking to, frm always a good 1istener.
L4" r can remember 'þIa3d'g sick" to get out of something.
15. There have been occasions rvhen I took advantage of someone.
16. rtm always wilring to acrmit it rvhen I make a mistake"
Lll . I always try to practice i,vhat I preach.
18" I dontt finct itparticularly clifficult to get along rvith 1oud mouthed.

oJrnoxious people.

19. I sometimes try to get even, rather than forgive and forget.
20. when I clontt lanow something I donrt ttt alr mind actmitting it.
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Appendix I (contrd)

2L. I am always courteous, even to people rvho are disagreeable.

22. At times I have really insÍsted on having things my own lvay.

23. There have been occasions when I felt like smashing things.

24. I rvould never think of letLing someone else be punished for my wrongdoings.

25. I never resent being asked to return a favor.

26. I have never been irked r,vhen people expressed ideas very different from
my olvn"

2T , I never make a long trip r,vithout checking the safety of my car.

28, There have been times rvhen I was quite jealous of the good fortune of
others.

29 " I have almost never felt the urge to tell someone off .

30. I am sometimes irritated by people rvho ask far¡ors of lrre.

31-. I have never felt that I was punished without cause.

BZ . I sometimes thÍnk rvhen peop le ha,¡e a misforhrne they only got what they
deserved.

33" I have never deliberately said something that hirrt someoneîs feelings.
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Appendix lT

Ïnitial Verba1 Introcluction of th_e Project_Given to Potential Test Administrators

Wefd like to ask you to do some things with the people on the methadone

program that have to do'uvith psychology. The kind of thing we have in mind-

is your spending some tirne testing people in the program ancl helping thena

to find out new things about themselves. It lvould mean yourd have to spencl

some time getting some background ancl learning new things, like hor,v to

give some kinds of psychological. tests" Do you thinlc vou rvould be interestecl?

Notice Provided For Subjeqjs- P{Ìgq to Their Expglimental Participation

A project r,viltr be beginning next i,veek for all participants in the methactone

program. Some of the people working on the project will ]¡e: (Here the names

of the test administrators ¡,vho we::e í;hen on the methadone program. were
given.¡ AIso working on the project rvill be advanced psychology stu.clents

from the University of Manitoba. Their names are: (Here the names of the

undergraduate volunteer test admÍnistrators were given). The project will
provide you tvith information about yourselves which should be interesting
and useful to you if you want to use it.

The first part of the project will invol.ve taking several personali-by tests,
which should take about an hour or so. After everyone has tal<en the tests,

a meeting will be arraged for you, if you r,vant oneo to find out what the tests

showed about you, with the psychologist who arranged the project. The test
results will be absolutely private behveen you, your tester, ancl the person

who gives you the results. \Me rviil try to arrange that the tests will ì:e given

at the time you usually are here, so it wontt be necessary to be here especi-
ally for the testing. The testing rvill take place: (Here the days of the rveek

and dates of the testing were given).
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Appendix III

summarv of content of Training sessions for Test Adminis

The exlperimenter training sessions, lasting approximately one hour each,

consisted of l.;everal parts: presentation of project rationale, description of

tests to be given, clescription of E?s role in test administration, and practice

with test administration.

The project r.vas presented as an opportunity to provide information to

methadone program participants about themselves' aS ail opportunity to

provicie the test administrators with novel information ancl experiences, and

as research concerrred with the achievement motivation of addicts, being

cai:riecl out in parbial fulfillment of Ma.ster of Arts degree requirements of

the investigator. The reason for requesting participation of the hvo different

groups of $Îs was presentecl as an opportunity for the different input possible

to the project from the methadone program Es, lvho were more lmolvledgr

able about the way of iife of the addict sample subjects, anclfrom the

advanced psychology sûrdents, as having some lcr.orvledge about psychology.

'fie Es were assured that all Ss would have individual feedback sessions

following the project, if they wished to have them, andthat the Es themselves

coulcl be free to ask for and receive more information about the project results

and the tests orrethe project was completed.

Information on the origins of the nr¿in tests to be used, the TAT and the

MC-SDS (described as the Personal Reaction Inventory), was provicled briefly.

A simple description of the rationale for the use of projective tests, as

contributing stories rvhich gave indications of the personality of the respon-

clent, since every personrs stories are different, uras also given. The TAT

cards to be used were then sholyn to the Es.
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Appendix III (confld)

The professionality and confidentiality of individuals rvho typically acìminis-

ter psychological tests lvas subsequeutly described to the Es, with the comment

that they would be acting in place of professrional psychologists in the context

of the experiment, although at a clifferent level since they would not be inter-

preting the tests to the respondents. The confidentiality of the sessions was

strongly emphasizecl. Testers were also instructed that an aspect of the

professional role they were to assume lvas neutraiity in their interaction with

the S: Es were instructed to ltry not to influence the kind of story the person

givestt and ttrynot to let the person larow your reaction to the story.tr The

Es were also strongly c tutioned to keep their interactions rvith Ss to the

minimum required by the nature of their task, in order to permit vaiidity of

the interpretation of the tests to the Ss, as lvell as to prorride research stan*

dardization.

Details of the proceclure during experimental sessiors lvere then clescribed,

and pairs of p.s then alternated behveen giving their orvn TAT stories and

writing down verbatim the stories given by their partners. The Es were then

assured that they woulcl have detailed procedure notes with them during the

sessions, and that in the face of any of Ssr questions that were not listed on

question and answer sheets provided, they could inform Ss that answers would

be available to them from the principal investigator at the time of the feedback

session.
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Procedure Notes for E>qrerimental Sessions Provided to Testers

WHAT TO SAY WHAT TO DO

Make sure that all lAT cards are Ín order
and are not visible to the person taking
taking the tests.

Check to be sure the tape*recorder is
reacly to start. Use a new side for each
person.

Wait for the person to come in to your
room, and when he or she does, say:

(For psychology students) :

rTIi. Itm (trnless they
already knorv you). Itm a psy-
chology student from the Uni-
versÍty of Manitoba. Have a
seat.

(For program testers:)
Hi. Have a seat.

This session should take us about
an hour. Itd like to remind you
that the only people who lvill see
your test results are you and I
and the person rvho gives you your
results.

After this session, or rvhen you
talk to the person who gives you
your results, you can have any
questions you like about the
project answered.

The test Ifm going to give you first
is the Personal Reaction Inven-
tory. Itd like you to read each
of the items to yourself and then
rvrite tTt for true or rFr for
false beside it, accorcling to
whether you think itis true of
you or not. You can have as
much time to finish all the items
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Appendix IV (contfd)

as you 1ike.
Do you have any questions ?

page two

If there are some questions, rernember
that you can answer most of them by
repeating in almost exactly the same
rvords that part of the instructions
that the question is about.

If you canrt answer a question thaL way,
cireclç your question and answer sheet
for an tJr.sv/er that fits.

When the questions have been answered,
or if -ijrere are no questions " give the
person tire test and say:

Let the person work on the test ;:ntil they
have finished" Any questions that the
person has during the test should be
ansrvered the same way as the ques-
tions after the instructions are handled.

When the person lets you lanorv that he
has finished, say:

Take the first test away from him or her,
and r,vhile handing them the tt,vo sheets
for the second test, say:

Then read out the instruction sheet for
the second test slo¡,v1y and carefully.

Then say:

ff the person does not understand, go over
the instructions until the person says
he underst¿nds. Then say:

When the person says he is finished,
take both pages of the test away from
hin or her, ancl say:

Now lld like you to go aheacl and
do the test. Let me l¡row rvhen
you have finished.

Thanks. You clid that pretfy fast.

Now werll begin the nexf test"

Do vou underst¿nd ?

Go ahead with the question. Let
me lmorv when you have
finished.

Thanks.
Now Irm going to show you some

pictures one at a time and Itd
like ;'6u to make up a story for
each picture. TeIl what is
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page three

ha¡rpening in the picture, what
has led up to the sifuation, arrd

tell how it turns out.
I lvill be lvriting dorvn the stories

you give, but to be sure that I
get down aII the things you say,
Ilm going to check it later ,,

against a tape recording of your
stories, As you can see, the
tape recorder and the micro-
phone are over there.

The tapes wili be erasecl as soon
as the accu-racy of what I rvrite
dolrnn is checked.

There are some questions about
this test th¿t I can answer nolv
and some that I can altswe:: only
after yoilrve taken it. Do you
have any questions about it now?

If there are questions that can be an'-

¡,r'ered by repeating the part of the
instructions thai the questions are about,
use just about the same words to
alls\,ver them as are in the instructions.
For any other kinds of questions, check
your question and answer sheet.

If there ãre no questions, or when the
questions have been answered, turn on
the t¿pe recordgr and say:

Okay, herets the first picture.
Make up a story for it.

Then show the person each card, one at a
time, and write dolinn everything tJre
person says to you after you have sho¡¡n
him the card.

You donrt have to repeat the instructions
each time * just shorv the cards, one at
a time, in order"

Alr,vays lvrite down the number of the card
yourre writing about.
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page four

As the person is giving you the story
and yoti are writing it down, check
lvhether they have talked about lvhat
led np to the situation in the picture,
what is happening in the picture, ancl
horv it hrrns out.

Ask questions about these things in about
the sarne lvords as the instructions use,
if 'uhe pei:son has left them oui of hjs
his story.

When you get to the blank card" Card 16,
say:

See lvhat you can see on tiris
blank card. Imagine some pic-
ürre there, and describe it to
me in detail"

If the person tries to do it and canrt come
up with anything, say to him:

Close your eyes and pÍctäre
something"

Wait for the person to describe what he is
seeing, ancl then say:

Now telI me â story about it.
Write the story doryn just as for every other

card, and then do the iast picture card.
When all of the cards are done, turn off the

tape recorder, and say:'Werve finished the tests now" youtll
be able to find out how you dicl on
them in a few minutes if you want
to find out.

Itrs important that ever¡öody r,vho is
$vas)on theprogram gets a chance
to get true infornration about
themselves from the test. Some-
tiirres the more people 1t1oll'about
the tests in aclvance, the less true
information the tests give about
Urat person. So wetd like to ask
you not to say anything until every-
one here who has been on the
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program has taken the tests. Okay?
Wait for the person to answer, and if

they disagree, remind them that itrs
important for each person to get
results that will be helpful to them,
and itrs not faÍr if they ruin someone
else?s chances of getting useflil results
back frorn his test"

When the person iras agreed not to talk
about the tests until ihe testing' is over,
say:

Good.
Then the iast thing Itd lilce you to

do is to anslver some questions
about what you thought of the

tests 
"

Read each of the questions care-
fully and then circle the ansr,ver
you agree with most.

As you are sayin.g this, give the person
the last question sheet.

When youtre sure that the person has
finished ans\l¡er ing it, say:

Thank-you. That?s it, then.
If there were any questions you said you

rvould ans\Mer after the tests tvere over,
answer them novr.

When the questions have been answered, or
if there were no questions, say:

You can find out about how you
clid (approximate time of ',vait
rmtil debriefing sessions would
be held was given here)

Remember not to talk about what
you did in here until everyone has
taken the tests.

WaIk the person to the door, and then
come back and fiil ou-t your o\\m. question
sheet of your opinion about the personrs
reactions to the iest.
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page six

Remember to circle Ure answer you agree
'uvith most.

When you have finished" collect all the
papers from that person together; write
down the number that the person came in
with on the back of each paper.

Then turn 5'611¡ tape ci,'er to the other side
ready for the nexi person" and make
sure all the TAT cards are in the right
order, and thata!ï the other sheets of
paper are ready for the next person.

Samp1e Answers to Subjectsr Expected Frequent Questions Provlcled for Testers

If youtre asl<ed an¡'thing you clonrt lanorv about the tests" sa5i:
rl[ canlt teIl you that, but you can find out about it in your meeting rvith
the psychologist rvho will give you your test results.f r

If youtre asked somettring abou.t the tests that you do lvrorv" but that is not in the

instructions for that test, saY:
t[ canft tell you that nor,v, but we can talk about itaúter yourve done the tests.rl

If yourre asked why this project is being do:;.e, or ufty the tests are being given,

say:

'The project is being done partly for research, but also to provide people

on the methadone program r¡øith some useful in-formation about themselves.tt

If the person asks why he or she has to do the tests, say:

'[f you want l;c find out rvhat theytre like or how you do on them. "

If the person asks rrHor,v cto I larolv the tape recordings will .lre 
erased or that

nobody else will find out how I did?tf say:
rYorirll have to iake our rvord for it, but rvetve promisecl you that rve will

not say anything to anyone else about anything you said rvhile doing the tests,
and that all the ansv/ers yorl gave will be confidential to you and me and the
person rvho gives you the results.lt

ff the person askr,r you a question rvhile he is doing the test that has to do lvith
rhown to clo the test, and ltre answer to the question isnrt in the instructions,
say:
ttDo rvhat you think best. rf
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P r e- Expe ri m ental Que stionnai r e Gåven to_F-xp e rim ente r s5

1" 'What do you think of the idea of having this project ?
2. How rnuch do you think you rvill enjoy lvorking on this project?
3. \rfüat macie you decide to lvork on it ?

4" 'What about this project do yori think you will 1ike best ?

5" \Mnat about this project cìo you think you rvill 1ike least?

Port- E*p ""i*"rtrl Qou"tiom"i 
"u 

Girur Jo E*p""i-urt" 
" 
t

1-. what aspect of yonr experÍence in rvorking on flris pr-oject did you
enjoy most ?

2. What aspect did you enjoy Least?

3. what do you think the Personal Reaction I¡ventory is supposed to
measure ?

4.what do you think the Thematic Apperception Test (story-telling test)
is supposed to measure ?

5. lvhat hypotheses or research questions do you think this strdy was
testing ?

6. why do you think both ruriversity sürdents and participants on the
methadone program were asked to give the tests in this shrdy ?

I- The questions in both the pre- and post-experimental questioruraires

for ex¡lerimenters were presented in booklets, with a single question on

each page.
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Experimenter Post-S es s io.n Rating Scale gf Sub'i ec ! 
t s PaJtic ipation

L. Ratethepersontsbehaviour during the tests on a scale from -3 to +3,
where -3 means the person seemed to dislike doing'the tests vety much,
+3 means the person seemed to like doing the tests very much, and 0
means the person seernecl neitirer to like nor dislike doing the tests.

2" Rate the personrs behaviour during the tests on a scale from 0 to 6,

3. Rate the personrs behaviour during the tests on a scale from 0 to 6, where
0 means you feel the person v¡as not at aLI concerned about revealing too
much and did not try tof ake the tests at aI),, and 6 means yotl feel the
person tried to take a great deal to try to keep from being too revealing
about himself (herself) ?

4. Rate the personts behaviour during the tests on a scale from -3 to +3,
where -g ¡1sans the person seemed to find the tests extrernely clull and

boring, +3 means the person seemed to find the tests extrernely interesting
and enjoyable, and C means the person seemed to find them neither
interesting nor uninteresting.

5. A.bout how many times did the person change his (her) ans\,vers to the
first test ?

not at all once or tr,vice several times more than ten times

6. If the personhad the chance to take more personalitytests than the ones
you gave him, do you think he'(she) would have taken them ?
Rate your opinion about this on a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means the
person r,vould probabiy not want to take any more tests at all, and 6 means
the person would probably be wiiling to take as jnany more tests as you

lvanted to give hirn (her).

-3 +2+1-1-2

+3+2-t-r-1-2-3
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Post- Experimental Qr-res tionnaire s Given to Subj ec ts.

1. Would you rate how you feel aborit the tests you took on the scale below,
where -3 means you disliked doing them very much, +3 means you liked
doing them very mttch, and 0 means you neither liked nor dislikecl doing
the tests.

-3-2-10+L+2+3
2" Did yoti find it harcÍ or gasy to be open and honest on the tests ?

Rate hoi,v you feel about this on a scale from 0 to 6, :)¿here 0 means you
found it very sasy to be open andhonest on the tests, and 6 means you
found it very hard to be open and honest on the tests.

c123456
3. Horv much did you try to rfalçe itrtbecause you felt the tests rvould shor,v

too much about )¡ou ?
. Rate hor,v much you tfaked itrron a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means you

clid not fake at all, ancl 6 means you tried to fake a great deal.

-3-2-10+1+2+3
4. Horv interesting dicl you find the tests ?

Rate horv )'ou feel about this on the scale belcrv, u'here -3 means you
thought they rvere extremely ciull and boring, +3 means you thought they
were extremely interesting and enicyable, and 0 means you thought they
\Mere neither interesting nor uninteresting.

-3-2-10+L+2+3
5. Horv many times r,vould you say you found yourself changing your ans\,vers

to the first test tvhile you were doiug it ?

not at all once or {r,vice several times more than ten times

6. If you had a different person giving you the tests, woulcl you have given
clifferent answers than the ones you gave ?

Rate how )'ou feel about this on a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means you
thinh you rvould have ansr,vered exactly the sarrre rvay, and 6 means )rou
rvould have given very different ansrvers if someone else had given you
the tests.

0123456
If you think you rvould have girren clifferent ?nsrvers lvith a different person
giving you the tests, lvho rvould you have given different ansrvers to?
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If you think you lvould have given different answers with a different
pe(son giving you the tests, holv would your answers have been cìifferent ?

7 . Ho"v much nelv and usefuL information about yourself do you e>qpect to find
out from having taken these tests ?

Rate holv you feel about this on a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means you
dontt expect to find out anything new or useful about yourself , and 6 means
you expect to find out a great deal of nelv and useful information about
yourself.

0123456
B. If you had the chance to take more personality tests and to find out how

you did on them, r,vould you lvant to take them ?
Rate holv you feel about this on a-scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means you
lvould not ¡,vant to take lirem at aTL, and 6 means you would want to take
them for sure.

0123456
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Manutl for Rating OpennesF

(Hamsher & Farina, 1967a)

Degte_e__qf -qpçlng_ss in cornmunicating: This rating attempts to reflect the

degree to lvhich the subject uses the projective as an âvenue of personal
cornmunication. Each story is to be rated individualiy ... .

2-

Responses in this category sho.,v no attempt to communicate. The
clearest indication of this rãtLng is a rejectÍon of the card, with no
story tolcl at ail. It is consiclered equally significant if the su'oject
responds tinat it is only a picture and m.:kes litr;Ie or no attempt to do

more than describe the major features. Responses of stories may still
be given this rating if they are characterized by sever,rl of the following
features to a marked degree: stilted, stereot¡ped, sparse plot; charac-
ter turlike subject in er¡ery major respect . . . very unelaborated.

Responses in this category contain some of the featr.rres of the previous
one, but to a more limited degree. They cont¿in definite attempts at
evasiveness: emphasis on description with limited elaboration; some
distancing of story from 1:ersonts orvn frame of reference; some stero-
tl"py" Still there are infrequent indications of liinited personalizztion
and sparse suggestions of a desire to communicate meaningful informa-
tion.

This category contains those responses that seem to reflect to equai de-
grees a desire to com:,.runicate and an :.nability or unwillin6ness to do so.
Responses that are equivocal, uncertain, are also given thÍs rating.

Responses in this category reflect the same clegree of tendency tor,vard

openness that category 2 suggests in the direction of guardedness. That
is, they are responses rvhich give the general impression of openness,
but there is some evidence of reservation and/or inabÍlity to eliminate
all defensiveness. Here there appears to be identification rvith charac-
ters in the story, as lvell aS personalization of the theme. Stories that
are conversational, freely elaborated, and sound as if they could relate
to events in the subjectts own experience generally fall Ín this or the
next category. There is apparent involvement with the story and a
willingrress to extract a story from the picture. There must be some

3:
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indications of guardedness or evasiveness to obtain this rating.

5 - This category contains those records which reveal an obvious desire
to comm'nicate throug'h the test. Responses are clearly personalized
and fuily elaboratecl. The features clescribed in the pruå"Aitrg eategorSr
are to be found here without llle elements of clefensiveness. ,Io be given
this rating, å record must suggest clefinite inferences about the subject
himseif .
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AdclitionalRules f-or Rating Openness

(Cornpiled by Present author)

1 - card rejection or description alone

- a very extretne rating of iinr,villingness to be revealing

2 - minimal interpretation of events pictured on the card (u-sually just a single
inst¿nce of interpretive comment)

- involves dealing mainly lvith very oI¡vious feabrres of the card
- often is the appropriate s:ore for a stereot¡ped clescription of otttcome,

r,vithout real consideraiion or elaÏloration
- may cont¿in some description of emotions of characters but these rvill

be either minimal or will be a distortion of the pictorial representation of
emotion given in the card

- n1ay include some features of a 1t3'1 rating, but to be given aroting of rr21?

the story must be extremeiy brief and unelaborated.

B - somewhat more elaborated il-escription of the card, and somewhat less
stereotyped description than that given a ttzt| rating

- may include some possibility that the stor5' couid occur in the personrs olvn

life
- usually includes more than one interpl'etive comment about some aspect

of the picture
- occasionally includes those cards dealing with theavierrr in the sense of

more emotional situations than those described for categoty "2?t ratings,
but the descriptions are less elaborated and more indecisive than those
given category lt4trratings (i.e" there is little or no elaboration or mention
of the inner life of the characters depicted, as compared to stories given
ratings of 't4tr)

- frequently, cards given this rating are missing significant parts of stories
(either past, present, future, or some clescription of the relationship of the

characters to each other, or sorrle combination of these features, is mi ssing)

- may be given to stories which provide evidence of a personrs attitude of
being involvecl in making up a story (i. e. may inclucle quite a iot of descriE-
tion), but with definite indications of the personrs wanting to keep the story
at a distance frotn himself (nerself¡ by means of :

- having the story occllr in a time or place likely to be unusual to Srs

experience
-adding lightness or joking tone to the cards or by cleliberately providing
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a ridiculous story but nevertheless a somervhat elaborated one

- responses that are extremely brief but almost entirely interpretive
(going beyond mere description of the card) maybe included here"

4 - provi'-les definite indication that this card belongs to the perscn's
personal frame of reference

- f.zi:t degree of detail is inclucled
- consiclerable interpretation of the internal life of the characters is given

- some hesitation and avoidance of being completely open is present.

5 - a very extreme rating for stories indicating no doubt of the personrs

intent to communicate openly wifhout reservations.
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E>ra.mples of TAT Stories Given Different openness Ratings

Ratilgrtl'r

I[tm lost. Icar.]t teII yori nothing about this one. Okay?rt (C*rd2)

&'tuÊiZ'
nThis is a tough ope. Looks to me like a guy rvho took up home-

steacling, is working hard to make it lvork - ancl, ah . . one of these women

approves and one . . the other clontt approve - but I think hetll succeed.tr
(Card 2)

Rating trSrr

tltnthis one therers a woman anda man. The man looks like heîs
crying and the .. the .. the chicis looks like shers, ah, dead, a¡rd, ah ."
maybe he found ¡s¡ flsacl and maybe he killed her himself . Or she could
have diecl .. died of a siclcress, but I clontt thiid< so. An¡nvays, the gLiy

feels really guilty about r,r'hatts happened, and, ah, at the mornent he canlt
really face it. Hets probably going throug'h a state of mind, ah, that, you

know, when somebody dies, ah, )¡ou say' ah, well Irve done this to them,
Itve done that to them, youlmo\,v. I .. I guess hets, ah, kind of scared,
scared for the . . the broad and seared for himself . Thatrs about it. lt (Card 13)

Rating rt4tr

'rThere is a man that seems to be looking through the window of his
clark home, lonely, and probably thinking what it would be like .. to have a

comforting feeiing of coming home and being relaxed with no worries.
Thatts it. (E asks question) . . " That he has probably had a roug'h lif e and

darhress means nothing to him, an outer part of him; deeply inside of him
held like to .. ah, in darlmess, he rvould .. does not shorv his feelings on the

outer part of him, but in the inner part of him lvould like to haire a fulfillment.
happy life which r,voulcl be proved b)'having a room . . a home that r,vas brig'ht
so that he would not thirù< of having a room that was darlc or not caring" He

rvould care if he had something to come home to, and I gtress he is contempla-
ting hor,v he wilt get his goal in life by looking out of the rvindow and thinking
deeply horv he shoulcl go about it. Thatls it. rr (Cztd J.4ìl
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Scoring Manual fgr the Transcendence Index

(Prola, 1920a)

The Transcendence Index is a methocl of scoring descriptions of TAT
picü"tres for the exLent to rvhich the5r proceecl beyoncl rvhat is actuallv
presçnt in the pictures. It consists simply of noting those statements in
the TAT clescriptions r,vhich are not objectively given in the picture: the
total number of such elements is used as a measure of fantasy,

Fifteen different kinds of transcendence are cleseribecl below"
together with the rr;.Ies for scoring them.

C ategories of Sranscsqdence1. Relationship refers to the characterization of figures as related
to other figures in the same picture. The great rnajority refer to kin-
ship, but others, such as friend, suitor, fianc{ ofu., are also included.
Note, hor,vever , that

a) Sequiturs should not be scored separately. ln the clescriptiol,
rrshe is his mother. The son is standi"ng behindherrronly one score is
given for the relationship, not hvo.

b) A relationship to a figure not in the picture should not be
scored; both figures must be in ihe picture.

2. Evaluation refers to
a) The charactertzation of figures or objects in the picture by an

evaluative statement, either aesthetic or moral . If the evaluation is made
of more than one person or object simultaneously (flrey are ugi;rr), only
one score is given. If the persor6or objects are mentioned separately,
both are scored, as in t'The old \,voman and the yoürg girl are ugly. rr-

b) stateme,ris that a figure or object in a picfure, or flre pichrre
as a whole, remind the subject of a person, p1ace, object or event in his
own life. Regardless of the length of such statements, only one score is
given for them.

3. Atmosphere refers to
a) he characteriz;úion of the r,vhole or part of a pictgre in terms of

the emotional response it elicits in the subject: trThis picture looks calm
and peaceful. tl

b) Giving a specific appellation to the settfurg, such as I'courtroom, ir
ttjunglel' trdining room, It etc. Such clescriptions are not scored when the
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setting is clearly given in the picture, such as the graveyard in card 10,
for example.

4. SvJnbolism refers to the conscious and explicitiy verbal.ized
ascribing of a syrnbolic meaning to the picture: rrrhis 1s ciirrljing the
ladder of success.lr

5. Ernphasis refers to the singling out or stressing of a part of the
picture: ttThe most important part of this picfirre is . . .rl

6. Phvsiological co+ditiojr refers to statements attributing physical
states to a figure in a lricture, which ca:not be repl'esented pictorially
in an unambiguous manner: 'TIe Ís asleep.rt rtshe is dead. tr rrre is sick.rr

7 . Possession refers to comments thal an individtial owns an object
in the picture. statements of this kind, however, are not scored ilthe
object is a piece of wearing apparel that is worn or carried_ by th.e
figure.

8" Occupation refers to
a) The assignment of an occupation to a fÍgure in the picture,

strch as rtdoctor, tt rfla\Myer, tt etc. Here a1so, secluiturs are not sccred.:
rrA doctor and his patienttt or trA lawyer and his clientrr each receÍve only
one score.

9. Qua¡t'f,ication refers to numerical stateme*ls about the specific
time of day, dates, ages, heights, etc. such statements are scored only
if they are exact and not approximation" 'she is 20ttreceives a score"
but trShe is about 20" does not.

10. Spatial ttanscetdence refers to the inclusion of events, persons,
or objects which are outside the field of vision represented in the pictrre.

11. Speech content refers to verbal staterne.{s made by figures in the
pictures. This category does not refer to statements such as rrHe is
speaking.rr It is scored only if:

a) the specific content of the conversation is given, or
b) the verb used gives an indication of the content of the speech:

f She is pleading. tt rlHe is arguing..tt
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!2. Temporill transcendence refers to the inclusion of events ivhich
occur prior to or after the event shorvn in the picture.

13. Intracsption refers to the ascribing of emotions, clesires, thoughts,
fantasies, actions, movements, etc., to the figures in the picture.

a) simpie statements which meet this criterion are given one
score: ttFle is daydrealning.tt t'She is rumring. n

b) If ttre content of the emotions, feelings, thoughts, êfu. , are
given, give an adclitional score: rTIe is claydreaming abouthis girl friend.rl

c) The content of the intraception, as specified above, should
be scored only if ii is in itsel-f transcendent. In the above example, if
the girl friend is in the pichlre, Tr.o score is given for content of intraception.

1'4. I::Ðerativ" refers to comments that a person in the picfure rrshoulcl,tt
rrmust, tt etc. , àct, feel, or think in a cert¿in manner.

15. Abitity refers to statements that a figure in the picture can or is
able to do something.

General Scoring RuIe!

1" If alternate or multipie descriptions are given, both are scored.
2. If a transcendent comment is repeated, it is scored only cnce if

exactly the same rvords are usecl. If dífferent rvorcls are used in the repeti-
tion, another score is given. Different forms of the same verb or noun
are not considered different words. TJ the subject says, rrge thinksrrand
later says trle is thinkíngrrthe second statement is not scored.

3. If a simple sentence contains more than one transcendent comment,
only one score is given. For example, if one man is sholyn in a roorn, and,
the subject states that another man has just teft the roorx., the statement
is both a spatial tran¡;c endence and a temporal transcendence, but only one
score is given.

Some Specific Sc oring-problem!

The follorving types of responses, which occur rvith some freq6e¡c¡,,
should not be scored as transcendent:

1. Comments about the ph¡,'siçal aspects of the picture: tîtrzzy,tl
tþrainy, tt tta rubbed effect, ti |ta painting, tt tta sketch, n etc,

2. statements al¡out the physical size or weight of a figure unless
there is no objective basis in lhe picture for making such a judgment.

B. The season of the year in an outcloor pictr-rre.
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4. Refere'ces úo having seen the picture before, as in a psychorogytextbook, for exampre. Note difference bet¡,veen this ancr categor.y 2þ).

The follorving types of response
scored:

are also frequent, and should be

somethingtf or rll.ooking at
it is specified and is itself.

1. Remarks about fire intentions of the artist or photographer.2. Cornments about flre hÍstorical era of the pi"t,"u, or from rvhichthe clothing, hairst¡.les, makeup etc ., ale cleriveã.3. Description of fire picû.rre as being derived from a nover, pray,movig television program etc.
4. Description of a figure in the pict*re as resembring some lveil_lmo'lvn person, such as an aetor, political figu"u ui".5. statement of an inability to discern the facial e4pression of afigure.
6. If a figure is said to be "Looking for

something, rtthe object 1ooked at is scored if
transcendent.

7. Indecision or ambivalence about
even if it is eventually resolveci.

the sex of a figure, is scored,

B. comments about the picture being unreal or surrealistic are iscored.

Scoring Procedure

Read each description and simply underline all transcenclent commentsaccording to the rules given above.
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AdditionalRtiles for:Fcoring Transcendence

(Coinpiled by present author)

Ge_neral_Rules

1. I'simple senliencelr refers to a subject-verb-object combination, without
adclitional phrases. (Bracket simple sentences and underline only one

transcendence in each" )

2. When a card is ambiglrous or unclear Ín some of its features (e.g" Card
20) definite statements about undecipherable objects in it are considered
f tspatial transcendence. rr

3. When the subjectts wording is ambiguous ancl therefore, scoring is dottbt-
fuI, donrt score for transcendence.

4. If the whole story ooncem.s events in the subjectls orvn life, Score as

usual, and adct rtonert for the category lrEvaluation, (b). tt

5. Events, not states, h the past, are scored for temporal transcendence.

Rules Particular to Verbs

1-" Very obvious intraceptive movement or action that does not go beyond the
objective features of the card is not scored.

2. tTs goingtottrefers to the future, so is scoredas an instance of
ternporal transc enclenc e "

3. Passive voice verbs are not scored for intraception.

4. Infinitives are not scored for intraceptive movement or action, but they
maybe scorecl for other transcendences.
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E>ra'mp1es of TAT Storieg Given Different TrSnscendence Ratings

words or phrases scored for transcendence are underlined"

E>rarnple I
rwell, this guyrs in a . . hers in a jail cel-I, cryipg and feeling sorry

for himself , asking himself ]q[y he commi:ttea thoãe-òiimeJr@s,
5 instances of tran.scenclence" )

Example 2

'This looks " . oh . . gÍve me a chance to get through . . This rooks
to=me like a mot4erls verydisapproving of a son, son, for something or
91h"1, and hg feelg very-bad about it .. rrom the set of his face, itlooks
like hets goÞg !o g.g ?irçact ancl5þ ri¡hatever it is helg_ggtgr_r h¡g. g¡irrq
aîwvay, even thoug'h 4gi-sgtgg_t" !g4_þgr . . hurtli" motheil*w"Il,
that . . welI, itts something ihat, rh, nu *?"!Elg_dq and that she disapproves
of, and ." aln.. hets." hefeelsrru"ybulãËffimotherdisapprovfú; --

it b.,t i lhink herll 4o it anyway. FIe makes yotr feel_ rvell, rI ha_iå to hurt .youbut thatts the rvay iife is. trr (carcl 6, l0 i""ta""es 
"f tr¿inscenclence.)

E>ømple 3

rAh, I see, like, a wateq fountain or water fall .. ancl . . ah " " itrs,
ah, pg.ychedelic, sort of.- yoJ+ Ia.row" iike
ttrerers a .. therers a broacl strnoi-@nìs wicle open.
!he's 

just tr.:ai+g-to g'*tE;!@together, r guess. And, ah, it's in a ..in a deep valle.y, rvith, ah, mogntaürs, you lcror,vn itrs mountains aroirnd
ùr the deep valley, a:r1d, uh,ããñîs big hig'h mountains arouncl at the sides.Ah, the slcy is blue and thereis cror.gþin it, a lot of clouds and I can see
cjrctusgF-and cactu.¡¡ fl.or,vers o*li] ena .. and the chicll, shers, ah, shers
wearilg' sort of beadq, but, ah, just beads, you lcnow, just going like this,
sort of thing, and it?s not covering any of . . her . . of her bocry, itrs just
freely open, yo'lcrow. Thatts about it.rr(,)ard l-6, r.5 instances of trans-
cendence. )


